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MEMBERS APPRECIATION
MONTH NOVEMBER

Raffle Lottery

Over 50 Wonderful Prizes To Win

This year for Members Appreciation Month
we would like to express our gratitude the
best way we know! You deserve it!
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THANK YOU for continuously supporting
us through these difficult times!
We would like to show our appreciation by offering amazing raffle
prizes to our members.
Become a new KF Member or renew your membership
(Sustaining Membership and up) in November to participate in our
November Raffle Lottery.
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Furthermore, through that month each purchased membership
(Sustaining Membership and up) will receive complimentary access
to The New Kosciuszko Foundation American English<>Polish
Dictionary.

THE NOVEMBER RAFFLE LOTTERY PRIZES:
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1. POLAND 100 YEARS, 600 pages,11’×14’
2. RAFAL OLBINSKI ARTWORK
3. T
 HE BEST OF RAFAL OLBINSKI – signed copy of the album
4. W
 ALK AWAY: THE BEST OF WALK AWAY [CD], Jazz Sound

3

5. T
 WARZE MUZYKI - Andrzej Tyszko, Fotografie 1982-2015/
The Faces of Music, Photographs 1982-2015 (English and
Polish Edition)
6. O
 NE HUNDRED YEARS OF POLISH DIPLOMATIC PRESENCE
IN THE UNITED STATES: 1919–2019, 136 pages, 165 x 235
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7. P
 OLAND: ARCHITECTURE. PARKS, MUSEUMS, MAPS,
MANORS SANCTUARIES, Travel Guide, Limited Edition
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8. T
 HE CAPTIVE MIND: Czeslaw Milosz, Janusz Kapusta, New
York, 1981. Hardcover. The limited signed edition by the author
and illustrator (Janusz Kapusta), with signed lithograph laid-in.
9. K
 INDLE PAPERWHITE with Unlimited 12 Months Kindle Subscription
Perhaps there is someone who you would like to say thank
you too? Maybe you would also like to get ahead
with Christmas gifts?
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Surprise your dearest with the Gift of a Kosciuszko
Foundation Membership. It is truly the best way to
introduce your friends and family to your Polish culture
and heritage.
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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A WAY TO MOVE FORWARD
Message from the Chairman
by Alex Storozynski, KF Chairman of the Board

2

020 has challenged us all and
we at the Kosciuszko Foundation
understand the struggles
everyone faces. At the epicenter of
the pandemic when the Coronavirus
took off in March, our headquarters
is in the shadow of Central Park
where tents were used as make-shift
emergency rooms and morgues.

Our disappointment over canceling
the ball was quickly put into
perspective by the pain of those
suffering through Covid or grieving over lost loved ones.
Forced to stay home, we found that necessity is the mother of
invention and under quarantine, some of us learned to bake bread,
cut our own hair, or fix that leak under the sink by ourselves. As the
saying goes, “Polak potrafi,” Poles can do it. We have to deal with
the cards that were dealt us.

Our namesake was thrust into the news when vandals protesting the
police killing of Floyd George defaced the Kosciuszko Statute across
the street from the White House. Saddened by this desecration, we
understand the pain of the African American community about police
killing unarmed Black people. The graffiti was washed off the statue,

1955

The Kosciuszko
Foundation Inc.
is incorporated in
New York.

1928

In May we launched a lecture and concert series on the Kosciuszko
Foundation YouTube Channel, with interviews of Polish Opera Singer
Tomasz Konieczny, renowned movie directors Agnieszka Holland
and Lech Majewski, as well as the famed artist Rafal Olbinski. We
posted a webinar on chemistry and biology of vision by Professor
Krzysztof Palczewski, a lecture on Tadeusz Kantor and Polish
avant-garde theater, the KF quarantine jazz series with artists like
Adam Makowicz, Krzysztof Medyna, Bogna Kicinska, Kuba Cichocki
and other musicians. The KF held an inciteful webinar called The
Transatlantic World Through Polish and American Eyes with Warsaw
University’s Prof. Bohdan Szklarski and former US Ambassador to
Poland Daniel Fried.
And with your help, there will be more to come.

The ban on events meant members could not visit our gallery, so the
KF staff put together a plan to bring our gallery and Polish culture to our

1925

members. We will soon debut a virtual tour of paintings in the gallery by
Polish masters such as Matejko, Malczewski, Styka and others.

1945

Mierzwa becomes
second president
of the Kosciuszko
Foundation.

1967

The KF hosts a
dinner at New York’s
Commodore Hotel to
honor Paderewski.

Board of
Trustees
aproves the
notion of the
local KF chapter
across the
United States

The Van Alen
Mansion becomes
the Kosciuszko
Foundation house.
The KF
Chopin Piano
Competition is
established.

Maria Sklodowska
Curie allows
Mierzwa to set
up a scholarship
fund in her name.
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1943

Albert Einstein takes
part in a gala at
Carnegi Hall
commemorating 400th
aniversary of Nicolas
Copernicus death

1969

1949

First Kosciuszko
Foundation’s English
- Polish dictionar is
published.

1959

The capit
fund of th
Kosciuszk
Foundatio
reaches
$1,029,24

Marcela
Sembrich
competition
established

1968

but the loss Lloyd George and other unarmed Black people is eternal.

our bodies alive.

But Kosciuszko was the wrong target for this frustration because
he dedicated his salary as a General from the American Revolution
for the emancipation and education of enslaved Africans. He asked
that his money be used to buy land, livestock and farming tools for
liberated slaves so that they could make their own living as free
citizens of the United States. Kosciuszko knew that Black Lives Matter.

At the same time, the Kosciuszko Foundation staff has been working
to keep our Polish souls alive. In my view, and I hope yours, that
makes them essential. So please do what you can with membership,
donations and endowments to keep our mission going.

The Kosciuszko Foundation put out a measured statement in
defense of our hero, which was picked up by newspapers, TV
stations and social media around the country. As a result of these
unfortunate events, New York City is considering erecting a statue of
Kosciuszko, and money has been raised to promote his story at the
house where he lived the historic district of Philadelphia.
Kosciuszko also stood up for the rights of Native Americans, fought
to free European serfs, and championed the rights of Jews and
women. He set an example through a dedication to tolerance that
we can all be proud of.

The challenges faced by teachers, students and families in this era
of social distancing is greater than ever. That makes the mission
of the Kosciuszko Foundation more essential than ever. But in this
era of hopelessness, we know that we’ll rise like a Phoenix over
the ashes of 2020 so that our cultural and educational programs
continue to rise even higher to soar over the clouds.

We are also proud of our Trustees and Eminent Scientists that are on
the front lines of the pandemic, treating patients, working on testing
and vaccines. They are heroes of modern science working to keep

Please do your best to stay safe and healthy. Poles know how to
overcome adversity, and if we stick together, Poland will not perish
as long as we’re alive.

Dr. Eugene
Kusielewicz
becomes the
President of
the Kosciuszko
Foundation

1979

2008

Alex Storozynski
becomes the
President of
the Kosciuszko
Foundation

48.00

2015

2017

John Micgiel
becomes the
President of
the Kosciuszko
Foundation

Marek
Skulimowski
becomes the
President of
the Kosciuszko
Foundation

Dr. Albert Juszczak
becomes the
President of
the Kosciuszko
Foundation
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1973

The KF commisions
Henry Gorecki to
compose the
Copernican
Symphony No. 2

The Kosciuszko
Foundation is
registered in Poland
as: Fundacja
Kościuszkowska Polska

Nobel Prize
winner, Roald
Hoffmann, Ph.D.
gives lecture for
the KF Collegium
of Eminent
Scientitists

Frank Wilczek
Award for highachieving young
Polish scientists
established
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Your generosity of spirit in giving to the Kosciuszko Foundation
without expecting anything in return moves us. But you do get
something in return. The knowledge that your membership and
donations help fund Polish culture, scientific studies of scholars
looking to cure diseases, for scholarships to educate historians,
economist, artists, lawyers and various academic studies.

SC

2018

Voices of the
Mountains concert
takes place at the
Stern Auditorium,
Carnegie Hall
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A CALL TO ARMS!

Protect our Polish Cultural Heritage
by Marek Skulimowski, President and Executive Director

The Foundation in the Post-war Period

KF President Marek Skulimowski receives archival letters and drawings from
Przemyslaw J. Bloch, Esq. (The Bloch Foundation)

D

uring the Second World War, Poland lost some 70% of its
cultural patrimony. Bearing in mind, that during the partitions
of the prior century, it had also been looted of its heritage,
and only had 20 years to restore this heritage, the WWII looting was a
second and devastating blow. Subject to attack were not only public,
but also private and religious collections, which were all plundered
and ravaged in an unprecedented way. Among the looted works
of art were paintings by such international masters as: Raphael,
Carracci, Breughel, Van Dyck, Rubens as well as paintings, sculptures
and carvings of Polish artists – Jan Matejko, Stanislaw Wyspianski,
Aleksander and Maksymilian Gierymski, among many others.
The ruthlessness of the German and Soviet occupants, during the
period of 1939-45, also subjected state and private archives to ruination,
despite, or perhaps, because the archives recorded Polish history. One
of the most significant losses of Polish culture, and an act of cultural
genocide in its own right, is the burning of the most significant and
valuable literary objects, which were monuments of Polish culture, at the
National Library (Krasinski Library) after the fall of the Warsaw Uprising in
October 1944. The library lost some 150,000objects, including many of
the rarest and most precious items in the collection.

The Kosciuszko Foundation’s Original Role
From its inception, the Kosciuszko Foundation engaged in protecting
Polish cultural heritage. Stephen Mizwa, the Foundation’s founder,
raised money, specifically, to purchase and acquire donations
of paintings and historically valuable objects. The Foundation’s
residence, the Van Alen Mansion, became and continues to be a
magnificent gallery of Polish masters of the highest caliber.
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The significance of the need for and importance of art restitution
was recognized by the Foundation immediately after the war. One
of the grant recipients was Professor Karol Estreicher Jr., a Polish
art historian, who was a hero of Poland’s efforts to restitute works
of art seized during the war. Professor Estreicher headed the Polish
government in exile’s Restitution Department and chronicled the
losses in Cultural Losses of Poland. Index of Polish Cultural losses
during the German occupation
1939-1944 (London, 1944). In
fact, he served as part of the
US Army’s Monuments, Fine
Arts and Archives Program. His
efforts ensured the return not
only of art, but also of books,
including Jewish ones, which
were included in the transport of
82 crates of volumes returned to
Poland from the American sector
of Germany in 1947.
Karol Estreicher with Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘Lady with an Ermine’
Photo: Monuments Men Foundation

The Foundation’s Current Role –
Protecting our Cultural Patrimony
The pre-war efforts to create a collection have not stagnated, and
the Kosciuszko Foundation’s art collection and archives have been
consistently enlarged through the efforts of its consecutive presidents
and the generosity of the Foundation’s supporters. The current
president has contributed considerably to several spectacular returns
of looted art and manuscripts to
major museums and archives in
Poland, both prior to and during
his tenure as president.
However, the Foundation now
is also actively engaged in the
mission of aiding its members
and supporters in their role as
protectors of cultural heritage.
Through your financial support,
in recent years we have acquired
An urn containing ashes of the burned books and manuscripts – a symbolic
memento of Polish war history (Photo: National Library of Poland)

several art pieces (Wojciech Kossak and W.T. Benda) as well as
valuable manuscripts, including a letter signed by Tadeusz Kosciuszko.
We have also assisted our friends and supporters who came into
possession of old manuscripts and documents in returning them to
Poland. Mr. Przemyslaw J. Bloch, a NYC attorney, donated significant
archival items to the National Library in Warsaw during a ceremony
at the Kosciuszko Foundation. Recently, Ms. Krystyna Piorkowska
financially supported the purchase of six Polish royal documents,
which, together with other items in her possession, including a
significant Maria Skłodowska Curie letter, will be returned to its
homeland – Poland. In the past years, the Kosciuszko Foundation has
been the recipient of WWII military documents, correspondence, and
artifacts (e.g. a rare Polish navy flag)

How Could We, You, Your Friends and the
Kosciuszko Foundation Contribute to the Protection
of Polish and Polonia’s Heritage?
The answer is simple – we need to become conscious that even
a single document, once created in or brought to the U.S by our
ancestors, might be part of an extraordinary puzzle, helping to
explain Poland’s or Polish-Americans’ history. We need to keep our
eyes open and aware as we read local newspapers, visit thrift shops

(a valuable Polish painting was found in a thrift shop), view auction
exhibits (a chalice stolen after the war was located in that manner).
If you see any items of interest, please, immediately notify the
Kosciuszko Foundation, by emailing a photograph of the item with
the name and contact of the seller. We will help you to assess the
cultural value of the discovered objects and have them returned to
the rightful owners (museums or archives in Poland) and/or protect
them for future generations.
Our children or future estate administrators may not understand
documents we hold in family archives, or have no emotional connection
with art pieces from, what to them is, distant Poland. Do not let them
end up in a dumpster or a flea market. Leave clear instructions, both in
your will and in any written notes, that all objects of Polonica should, if
unwanted by the inheritors, be directed to the Kosciuszko Foundation.
The Kosciuszko Foundation, working with many other Polish-American
organizations and institutions in Poland, will assist you in finding a
home for all valuable objects, family archives, and works of art.
Please help us to protect and promote our joint Polish and Polonia
cultural heritage!

AUGUSTUS II KING OF POLAND SIGNED DOCUMENTS
Polish royal documents acquired by the
Kosciuszko Foundation thanks to generous
support of Ms Krystyna Piórkowska
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POLISH STUDIES GOING SOUTH
by Bohdan Szklarski, Ph.D., University of South Carolina 2019/20

A

s a repeating Kosciuszko
Foundation fellow and
an active alumnus, I can
fully appreciate the scope of
the Foundation activities and its
leadership vigorous search for new
opportunities to inspire interest in
Polish studies in areas previously
less explored. Like South Carolina for
example. This is where I was “sent on
a mission” in 2019/2020 academic
year. Since it was also intense
Bohdan Szklarski at the
political time (primaries) the South
South Carolina legislature
was a very active political space
where many Americas clashed in search for its electoral soul. A truly
fun time for a Polish political scientist and an Americanist. So, I went,
researched, taught and can now report to my Kosciuszko Foundation
friends and supporters - mission accomplished.
University of South Carolina in Columbia (precisely its Walker Institute
for International Studies) proved to be a hospitable and supportive
institution. The Honor’s College where I had the opportunity to teach
was a perfect venue where Polish Studies could be introduced to
future elites from South Carolina and 35 other states. Educating
those young aspirants to leadership positions turned out to be a very
rewarding experience. Make no mistake, it was not because they
had thorough background to study Polish history, politics and culture.
To the contrary, they had very little prior exposure to “things Polish”
in their homes and schools but these shortages were compensated
by their desire to fill those gaps in their knowledge. Whether through
feature films, documentaries, literature or oral political narratives these
young people discovered Poland eagerly and thoughtfully.
Looking at them I must say that the Kosciuszko Foundation leaders’
decision to spread Polish studies to new areas was not only bold
but also fruitful. With my American colleagues we have decided to
develop joint research project on the careers of social movement
leaders after they achieved success. A comparative analysis of the
Solidarity and the Civil Rights Movement experience demonstrated
that miles of distance matter little when values are shared. Discussions
about the American plantation South and the Polish manor culture
offered inspiring thoughts about these two geographical locations
actually not being so distant. Both themes demonstrated the potential
for comparative Polish – American studies that can bring together
specialist who need not be area studies experts. Thus, a relative
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absence of Polish studies academics in the South need not be an
obstacle to joint research projects in the future.
There was a less academic, yet no less important aspect of my
fellowship in South Carolina. Since the Polish themes were relatively
new to the Columbia community, I felt obliged to use the Kosciuszko
fellowship to promote Poland in public lectures, seminars, discussions
for general public, local groups like the Kiwanis or business associations
(Palmetto Forum). People who came to such meetings expressed
genuine interest in Polish history and current affairs. Through such
contacts I was able to meet local and national Democratic leaders,
including several of the candidates for the Democratic nomination
themselves - a real treat for a political scientist researching American
electoral dynamics. Everything was going according to my best
expectations and then came the … virus. Almost all activity was
relegated to the internet, but the “mission” continued. After 10 months
I can report back to the Kosciuszko Foundation Board that its plan to
extend the Polish studies to American South resulted in the creation of
fertile ground for future endeavors in this territory which culturally and
mentally is much closer to Poland that it might seem. I am proud to have
served as an emissary in that project – an ambassador of Poland and
Polish history and culture in South Carolina.

Above left: Hank Williams museum
Above right: with Tom Stayer
Left: at Rosa Parks bus stop
Below: in Selma at Edmund Pettus Bridge

TEACHING ENGLISH IN POLAND
The Kosciuszko Foundation’s Cultural Exchange Program

For the past twenty-eight summers American teachers have traveled to Poland
to teach English and bring American culture to young Polish students.
The TEIP program has been a smashing success. It continues to support the
Kosciuszko Foundation’s goal of promoting understanding between our two countries.

Improve the world!!!
Support TEIP!!!
HANNA CHROBOCZEK KELKER AND NORMAN KELKER

THE TRADITION OF
THE FAMOUS KF ANNUAL
FUNDRAISING DINNER & BALL

T

he tradition of our Fundraising Dinner & Ball reaches back to
1928 when the Kosciuszko Foundation hosted a dinner at New
York’s Commodore Hotel to honor Ignacy Jan Paderewski.
The event was recognized as such a great success that by 1933 the
Foundation decided to hold an annual fundraising ball to support its
operations.
The first Annual Ball took place in 1933 at the Hotel Pennsylvania in
NY and moved to the luxurious Waldorf Astoria in 1936. By 1941 the
tradition from royal courts was brought to the stage and debutantes
with a background of scholastic achievement were invited to
participate. The young ladies were accompanied by their fathers and
West Point Cadets or midshipmen from the Kings Point Merchant
Marine Academy. The debutantes were presented to society before
an audience of diplomats, community leaders, and other notables.

The KF Annual Fundraising Dinner and Ball in 1928
Right: The KF Annual Fundraising Dinner
and Ball in 1936
KF Medal of Recognition recipient film director Juliusz
Machulski and former KF president John Micgiel,
KF Ball 2015

Why is the Ball so remarkable? In the simplest terms, it extends Polish
culture and celebrates its legacy. For over 90 years the Foundation
has organized the Ball with numerous themes and honored over 400
distinguished guests. Each year the ball brings significant funds to
sponsor the Foundation’s Academic Programs. Throughout the years
we have had the privilege to organize, celebrate, and meet with so
many magnificent people, for which we are truly grateful.
Therefore, it was a truly difficult decision to cancel the ball this
year. A lot of our loyal Friends were planning on joining us at the
85th Dinner & Ball. We would like to express our gratitude to you
for always believing in us, and your willingness to meet this year.
Please accept our apologies for not being able to host you this year
due to the pandemic. The decision was drastic, but it was all for the
safety and health of the Foundation’s Community.
You are always of the utmost importance to us! Thus we have
created a photo gallery to commemorate the exquisite moments.

Please stay well and safe.
We hope to see you next year.
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One of the ball debutants and a
Marine Academy cadets

United States Merchant Marine Academy c

cadets

Alex Storozynski, Chairman of the KF Board
of Trustees
Katarzyna Anna Sperczynska giving a
performance at the KF 84th Dinner & Ball

United States Merchant Marine Academy
cadets presenting flags
The KF Annual Fundraising Dinner and Ball in 1939

Left: Cynthia Rosicki Esq. with her husband Tom

Bottom: The KF Board Members 2018
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Tomasz Konieczny - the Kosciuszko
Foundation 2019 Pioneer Award recipient
performing National Anthems

Zbigniew Darzynkiewicz, M.D., Ph.D. and
Wanda M. Senko, KF Board Members

The KF Board Mem

Henry Sikorski, Ph.D. with his wife Francine

Piotr Chomczynski, Ph.D. with
his wife Judy

Ewa Radwanska, M.D., Ph.D. with her husband John

Prof. Waldemar Priebe. with his wife Teresa
Right: Polish American Folk Dance Company
leading the Polonaise

Former US Senator Chuck Hagel and Ambassador Piotr Wilczek
The KF Board Member
Hanna Chroboczek
Kelker, Ph.D. the
84th Dinner and Ball
Medal of Recognition
recipient Profesor
Stanley Wojcicki with
his wife Esther
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mbers 2019

The Former President of the Kosciuszko Foundation Joseph E. Gore, Esq. and Ball guests
Artur Szymanski - the KF Trustee
with his wife Wioletta

Sigmunt Roland, KF
Trustee and Anna
Dymna, KF Ball 2011

The 82nd
KF Dinner & Ball
Famous Polish singer Kaja performing during the KF Ball 2013
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DC ANNUAL FUNDRAISING DINNER GALA 2019
by Barbara Bernhardt, KF Washington DC Director

T

HE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
ANNUAL FUNDRAISING DINNER
GALA was held on November 2nd
at the iconic Mayflower Hotel as we
celebrated 100 years of Polish-American
diplomatic relations.

John Davis

Nicholas Andrew Ray

Thomas W. Simons

Dan Fried

On this occasion, we invited all former
American Ambassadors to Poland after 1989,
and six of them were able to participate: Paul
W. Jones, Stephen Mull, Lee A. Feinstein,
Christopher R. Hill, Dan Fried and John Davis.
The current American Ambassador to
Poland, Ms. Georgette Mosbacher could not
be with us and sent her personal greetings
(published on the next page).
We also commemorated and gave a
posthumous award to the late Ambassador
Nicholas Rey.

Christopher R. Hill

Victor H. Ashe

Lee A. Feinstein

Stephen Mull

Paul W. Jones

Georgette Mosbacher

THE AMERICAN
AMBASSADORS
TO POLAND

1988 – 2020
KF NEWSLETTER 2020

The Polish diplomatic community was
represented by the current Polish
Ambassador to the U.S., Piotr Wilczek.
Several other officials from the Embassy of

the Republic of Poland were present as well.
Despite the common sentiment that the
ambassadors who served in the same
country don’t especially enjoy being in the
same crowd, all American Ambassadors
to Poland were excited to meet with their
colleagues, exchange memories and reconnect with Polish culture, as represented
by the guests at the Gala.
We asked them to share the most significant
experience during their diplomatic post in
Warsaw. All speeches were fascinating,
some humorous, sprinkled with beautifully
pronounced Polish phrases or whole
sentences but – what was especially
gratifying for our guests – all the
remembrances were very complimentary
about Poland and its people.
We awarded the Ambassadors with crystal
statuettes thanking them for their service in
Poland and for their contributions to foster
warm relations between our two nations.

Above: Barbara Bernhardt, KF Washington DC Director,
Ambassador Lee Feinstein and Marek Skulimowski, KF President

Above: Ambassador
Christopher R. Hill and Marek
Skulimowski, KF President
Right Ambassador
John Davis and Marek
Skulimowski, KF President

The recipient of the KF 2019
Pioneer Award was BASIA
TRZETRZELEWSKA, the Polish
pop-jazz singer who topped the
US music charts in the 80s and
90s, with albums like London,
Warsaw, New York, Time & Tide,
The Sweetest Illusion and later
Yearning, Butterflies and Matteo
and with iconic songs like New Day for You, Promises or Copernicus.
Basia, with her musical partner Danny White at the piano, performed
a medley of her older and more recent songs that filled and heated
up the room with a vibrant and exciting energy.
“It was totally shocking to receive this award,” Basia told press
representatives exclusively at the event. “I’ve known this Foundation
for many years. The fact that they chose me to receive the Pioneer
Award was a bit breathtaking. I feel honored, and I am very proud
to be Polish. I emphasize that in every album and concert. So I feel I
have a connection with Kosciuszko.”

“

“This is a song about the place I come from
It’s not on the moon at all
Where people’s hearts are filled with passion
I miss it so, ‘cause I’m here chasing love
In my land of great romantics
I’m the biggest dreamer of them all

”

No way to stop their desire to change
And to improve our world
One invented Esperanto

Ready to move and to try something new
I’m convinced that Chopin too

Would dig samba if he had a chance to groove”

If a purpose of a diplomatic mission is for a nation to gain a deeper
understanding of another country’s history, culture and ideals so the
Kosciuszko Foundation carries on such pursuit for almost as long as
official diplomacy has existed between our two states. In 2025 we
will celebrate the centennial of our presence in the US, bridging our
nations and strengthening the mutual bonds and alliance.
And if “cultural diplomacy reveals the soul of a nation”, so also Basia
is one of the best Polish cultural diplomats. Here is a great example
from her hit samba Copernicus:

Barbara Bernhardt, KF Washington DC Director, Basia Trzetrzelewska,
Pioneer Award Recipient and Marek Skulimowski, KF President

Above: Barbara Bernhardt, KF
Washington DC Director,
and Ambassador Piotr Wilczek

Ambassador Daniel Fried

Ambassador Stephen Mull and wife Sheri

Left: Ambassador Paul Jones
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T

he Prize Committee is thrilled to announce that Dr. Przemysław Mróz has been selected
as the Laureate of the Frank Wilczek Prize for his outstanding research achievement
entitled Free-floating planets - a new category of exoplanets.

Dr. Mróz led the analysis of a large sample of microlensing events that were detected by
the OGLE sky survey. He demonstrated, among other results, that Jupiter-mass free-floating
planets are much less common than previously claimed. He also discovered several ultrashort gravitational microlensing events that are likely caused by Earth- and super-Earth-mass
rogue planets. Dr. Mróz’s researches were published in the most reputable scientific journals
and his publications made a significant impact on the astronomical community.
Frank Wilczek Prize was established in 2019 by the Kosciuszko Foundation and the Faculty of
Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer Science of the Jagiellonian University. It is awarded
biannually, to recognize outstanding young Polish researchers who have made a notable
contribution to physics, astronomy, or closely related areas individually or in collaboration.
Prof. Frank Wilczek is one of the world’s most eminent theoretical physicists. In 2004, together
with Hugh David Politzer and David Grosse, he received the Nobel Prize in Physics for the
discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of strong interaction. In 2012, Prof. Wilczek was
presented with the KF Medal of Recognition during the Foundation’s 77th Annual Dinner and
Ball. Professor Wilczek is also an honorary member of the Board of Advisors of the Kosciuszko
Foundation Collegium of Eminent Scientists, established to honor distinguished scientists of
Polish Origin and Ancestry who have achieved high recognition in the USA.

Photo: M. Wiśniewska-Krasińska/
Foundation for Polish Science

FRANK WILCZEK PRIZE FOR YOUNG POLISH SCIENTISTS

DR. PRZEMYSŁAW MRÓZ earned his
undergraduate and Ph.D. degrees at the
University of Warsaw, Poland. His research
focuses mostly on astrophysical applications of
gravitational microlensing but he also works on
the Milky Way structure, transients, and variable
stars. Dr. Przemysław Mróz is the author or coauthor of more than 150 publications in peerreviewed journals. Dr. Mróz is currently working
as a post-doctoral scholar at the California
Institute of Technology.

Opening Early 2021
Panna Maria, Texas, the site of the
first and oldest permanent Polish
settlement in America will soon be a
destination for families, educational
groups, scholars, researchers, and
tourists. It will feature educational
exhibits, a theater, library, genealogy lab,
archives, and more. The Polish Heritage
Center USA represents the vision of
Bishop Emeritus John W. Yanta, a direct
descendant of those early immigrants.

Pictured is the completed exterior of this
16,500 sq. ft. state-of-the-art national shrine
that celebrates those hardy immigrants and
the communities and parishes they
spawned. We are in Capital Campaign
mode, having achieved over $11 million
towards our $14 million goal. Work
progresses inside. Please consider helping
to finish the job. This will be a Polonia
jewel. Contact Development Director John
Cebrowski at jcebrowski39@gmail.com.

We invite you to visit https://polishheritagecenterusa.org to learn much more.

TEACHING ENGLISH IN POLAND 2019 and 2020

TEIP
2019 AND 2020

What Changed, What
Remained The Same
TEIP 2019

The Kosciuszko Foundation’s Teaching English in Poland program
is centered around American volunteers who come to chosen
summer camps all around Poland to teach English to children and
to familiarize them with American culture through sports, art and
cultural projects. We were happy to organize the 29th edition of TEIP
together with our Polish team. 2019 was a year of new adventures
and new friends!

under the careful eye of experienced American teachers (around
a dozen volunteers at each two-week long camp) who conduct
workshops in small groups. Teachers are supervised by a leader
responsible for making sure the program runs smoothly and
effectively. Teachers, accompanied by their assistants, organize
interactive classes which enable Polish students to enrich their
vocabulary connected to culture, history, geography, American
customs and traditions. Language immersion is key here - we
encourage students to let go of any barriers in speaking and to let
themselves communicate freely. There is no better way to achieve
that than spending summer vacation with native speakers!

As part of TEIP, during summer vacation, we provide Polish students
with an opportunity to improve their language skills. They learn

Singing American rock classics with a guitar in hand? Building a small
summer paper factory and publishing your own book? Learning

American Volunteers in Action
all Around Poland for the 29th Time!
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During these demanding times, it’s good to look back at some of our
best achievements, see how we managed to adapt to ongoing changes
and draw optimistic conclusions for the future. This is a process we
have been undergoing within the Teaching English in Poland program.
Last year, we were connecting American volunteers with children all
around Poland. This year, due to the pandemic, we were forced to
move our program online, but the connection is still there. This enables
us to feel hopeful about the future of TEIP - whatever challenges the
world might bring us, we are able to adapt, find ways to achieve our
goals and remain in touch across the Atlantic.
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American dances, how to play the ukulele?
Or maybe preparing Polish and American
dishes together? Taking part in the TEIP
program is an exciting adventure!
Since the very beginning, in 1991, TEIP has
been very popular among Polish kids. We
have organized over 150 camps all around
the country, with thousands of American
volunteers who visited Poland. In 2019, 81
American teachers and teaching assistants
volunteered for the program from all across
the United States. 522 Polish students and 115
Polish teachers attended the camps located
in Załęcze Wielkie, Olsztynek, Cracow and
Miłakowo. The program was co-coordinated
by Dorota Kraśniewska from the Polish office,
along with Grażyna Czetwertyńska, Ph.D., and
Aleksandra Kujawska.
The Kosciuszko Foundation and our Polish
partners offered seven choices to students:
four English Language/American Culture
Camp Programs and two Arts Enriched English
Language Camp Programs. According to
annual tradition, the camps were coordinated
by the following TEIP leaders:
C
 RACOW, ACADEMOS SCHOOL
Cindy Peiper
M
 IŁAKOWO SCHOOL COMPLEX
Dawn Woyak
O
 LSZTYNEK,
the Czernecki Foundation
camp in OSW ZHP Perkoz
Dolly Parker
Z
 AŁĘCZE ARTS
in Nadwarciański Gród
Mary Mitchell
Z
 AŁĘCZE CULTURE
in Nadwarciański Gród
Kristin Miller

goals and rules before summer vacation. The
workshops were completed by sightseeing in
Warsaw, a meeting in the Foundation for the
Development of Education System and a visit
to the School of Education/Teachers College.
The participants had a chance to work on
teambuilding, sharing their experiences and
logistics. It was a great way to begin our
annual Polish-American cooperation!

TEIP VOLUNTEERS:

The 2019 TEIP edition received financial
support from the Foundation for the
Development of Education System and
the Polish-American Freedom Foundation.
It gained recognition throughout Poland
and was discussed during radio auditions
(including radio Olsztyn), shown in Public
Television and mentioned in the local news.
This resulted in higher demand for TEIP
among schools all around the country for the
2019/2020 edition of the program.

Aimee Rogers, Phyllis Sternemann, Abraham

The TEIP continued into 2020, celebrating
its 30th birthday with new locations, new
staff members and new camp participants
- because every year, we strive to reach
as many kids as possible. We were able to
continue our fruitful cooperation with our
partners and many members of our previous
staff - they proved to be an indispensable
addition to the program.

Heather Lynn Harris, Heidi Breidenstein, Jacquelyn

P.S. A huge thanks to our
entire American camp staff,
We couldn’t have done this
without you!

Kristin Miller (TEIP American staff leader), Joan
Dwyer, Helena Juszczak, Catherine Kalapczynski,
Monika Niebrzydowski, McKenzie Kotara,
Anthony Jakubowski, Jessie Ramos, Franklin
Ramsay, Nicolas Ruiz, Jeffrey Miller, Marjorie
Baker, Lisa Bis, Sarah Brown, Samantha Paradee,
Gustavson, Matthew Legacki, Michael Whalen,
Daniel Rozmiarek, Cael Miller, Mary Mitchell,
Daniel Moya, Michael Sutterlin, Fae Wiedenhoeft,
Jakob Bower, Andrea Gross, Logan Jones, Agata
Rupniewska, Ericah Leone, Nancy Chlumsky,
Danni McDonald, Rosann Nicholson, Isabella
Dagama, Dolly Parker, Adam Rybczynski, Brian M
Regan, Emilia Chojkiewicz, Emily Waldman, Eva
M Regan, Gianni Santo Barbero, Greg Whalen,
Mackie Gier, Jory Allen Canfield, Kathryn Elizabeth
Rebholtz, Krystina Evelyn Otto, Olivia Waldman,
Sam Murray Regan, Sophia Christina Berry, Tekla
Victoria Simon, Dawn Woyak, Jordyn Belanto,
Camille Brito, Stephanie Byers, Craig Gingras,
Jenna Hagengruber, Elena LArranga, Anna
O’Connell, Jewls Rogowski, Keri DuBose, Peter
Byers, Stefan Rogowski, Konrad Rogowski, Cindy
Peiper, Melissa Blaine, Dave Swatski, Angela
Mollet, Amelie Czekaj, Tom Czekaj, Zachary Peiper,
Anabella Czekaj, Enzie Czekaj.

For the first time, the camps were preceded
by a workshop for Polish and American staff
leaders organized in Konstancin-Jeziorna,
Poland, in March. It was a great opportunity
for staff members to meet and set common
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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TEIP 2020

TEIP Becomes Transatlantics And
We’re Embarking On An Online Journey!

Until the very end of February 2020, we were still hopeful about the
possibility of greeting American staff leaders at our annual March
workshop in Poland. Everything was planned, hotels were booked,
online tickets bought, experts ready to roll. Unfortunately, due to
the pandemic, we were forced to cancel the workshop, as well as
postpone American volunteers’ presence at Polish summer camps
until further notice. Many of the camps were cancelled all together,
or their formula has changed, all in all - nothing was certain. As a
result, with the beginning of spring, we decided to move the entire
program online. This is how the Transatlantics project was born.
The scope of this project remained the same - bringing American
volunteers closer to Polish students, in order to teach them about
American culture and the English language. What other way to do
that than via ZOOM, Youtube, Facebook and Google Meet? We
used all social media and online communication tools that were at
our disposal to create a common exchange platform. This is how a
TEIP-dedicated Youtube channel was established (The Kościuszko
Foundation Poland), where we upload recordings made by American
volunteers who were supposed to join us in Poland this year. Short
movies span from book-making tutorials to cheerleading courses
and easy cooking lessons. But that’s not all.
Profiting from its online form, the program also includes expert
webinars for Polish and American teachers, recorded in Warsaw, Łódź
and Białystok, which feature prominent experts and Polish academics.
The Foundation has planned nearly 10 webinars throughout the
summer vacation, which touch upon topics such as multicultural
aspects in teaching a foreign language, the mindset approach in
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continued from page 19

education, and the challenges of e-learning. All are open-access and
available to viewers across Poland and the United States.
Finally, there is the core of the project - live meetings of Americans
with Polish children, mostly from camps which were supposed to
take place this year, but since August, the program is opening to
other students as well. These consist of music nights, discussions
on topics such as American national parks, history and fashion.
American teachers send out a ZOOM link to the Polish team, which
is further made accessible to children and their parents. Everyone
joins in at 6:30 PM for a transatlantic experience. All in all, including
webinars and video recording sent to Poland from the U.S., the KF
team has content to share nearly everyday, since the 26th of June
until the 1st of September. This means over 60 meetings with over
40 volunteers and staff leaders. It is going to be an adventurous
summer after all!
The online program is coordinated entirely by Zofia Jaworowska,
with the support of Aleksandra Kujawska and Grażyna
Czetwertyńska, Ph.D., from the Polish Kościuszko Foundation office.
The Foundation’s partner, the Foundation for the Development of
Education System (FRSE) was generous enough to cofinance TEIP
online and enabled this incredible journey.

Thank you!

TEIP VOLUNTEERS:
Kristin Miller (TEIP American staff leader), Monika
Chojnacki, Jenna Hagengruber, Janelle Nestrick,
Dolly Parker, Cindy Peiper, Kris Waldman, Dina
Johnston, Barbara Huggins, Patricia Doyle, Monika
Niebrzydowski, Jeffrey Miller, Marjorie Baker,
Michael Whalen, Cael Miller, Brian M Regan, Emilia
Chojkiewicz, Emily Waldman, Eva M Regan, Olivia
Waldman, Stephanie Byers, Amelie Czekaj, Tom
Czekaj, Anabella Czekaj, Enzie Czekaj, Tiffany
Stachnik, Jeannine Daly, Robin Stopford, Margie
Papetti, Donna Stepien, Anna Sendziak, Mary
Kogut Lowell, Mary Equels, Sara Rosa Angela,
David Knight, Victoria Jeschke, Beth Latini, Larry
Latini, Maryane Sawczuk, Melissa Harris Blaine,
Anna O’Connell, Joanne Berry, Kim Corona, Scott
Menscher, McKenzie Kotara.

TEIP EXPERTS:
Kinga Białek, Maria Bogucka, Grażyna
Czetwertyńska, Ph.D. Ph.D., Prof. Jarosław
Krajka, Sylvia Maciaszczyk, Ph.D., Prof.
Zbigniew Możejko, Prof. Renata NowakowskaSiuta, Katarzyna Sawicka, Danuta Tylkowska.

APPLICATION ESSAY FOR STUDIES AND RESEARCH
by Rachel Godman-Davis

The Kosciuszko Foundation Exchange Programs to Poland awards
grants to American students and researchers who wish to learn
Polish, study, or conduct research at Polish universities. Each
applicant submits an essay describing their motives for studying in
Poland or, in case of researchers, their research project. This year,
we decided to publish abstracts of an essay by Rachel GoodmanDavis who is studying at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine at the

T

here is no short answer to
the question of how I wound
up in Poland. The transition
from lawyer to veterinary technician
to veterinary student certainly
involved a lot of hard work, but
this progression would never have
been possible without a series
of tremendously lucky twists too
numerous and circuitous to be
comprehensively retold.

My dad was the happiest lawyer
you have never encountered, and
for as long as I can remember, people told me I would make a great
lawyer. I was much stronger in the humanities than in math and
science, and I would faint at the sight of blood, so while there was
always a part of me that would have loved to become a veterinarian,
I never considered anything other than law. By the time I got to
law school, I knew I could not picture myself in a suit or a law firm,
but as a 22-year-old who had never so much as contemplated an
alternative path, I had little use for that realization.
During my first semester at Georgetown, I reconnected with a
couple of high school friends who had already abandoned their
university degrees to return to their passions. One quit teaching
kindergarten to become a farrier, and another had managed to make
a career as an artist and figure skating coach. This was the first time
it had ever occurred to me childhood hobbies and passions could
become a career. Of course, just one semester into law school, I was
already $30,000 in debt with student loans, so dropping out was not
an option, but something in my gut began pulling me back to horses.
I started working in refugee law the following summer, and my
first stroke of luck was an invitation to a 2007 conference on the
developing African refugee crisis on the Egyptian-Israeli border.
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Warsaw University of Life Sciences (SGGW) to become a Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine. Ms. Goodman-Davis will receive $2,700 from
the Kosciuszko Foundation and 14,400 PLN from the Polish National
Agency for Academic Exchange (NAWA). The award covers the
period October 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021 and was made possible
thanks to the Ted and Walter Wysocki Scholarship Fund.

The unfurling events became the topic for my law school writing
requirement, and the paper I produced secured me a summer
internship at UNHCR in Tel Aviv. Between 2008 and 2017, that
summer internship turned into a cumulative six year stay in Tel Aviv.
While planning my first trip to Israel in 2008, I somehow discovered
the country has a well developed therapeutic horseback riding
industry. I started investigating courses to get certified as a
therapeutic riding instructor, but quickly reminded myself I was a
second-year law student, so perhaps I should focus on law. A year
later, I found myself back in Israel, working as a lawyer with African
refugees in a tiny office in an impoverished area of South Tel Aviv,
only to find out my officemate was leaving to run the therapeutic
riding program I had been eyeing. I managed to stave off fate
another couple of years before I was tempted into applying. I nearly
made the career change then, but the course was prohibitively
expensive given the kind of debt I was saddled with from law school.
After another few years in the world of refugee law and policy, I
decided to take some time for soul searching and spent a year
surfing and working in a bar. For someone who does not like to
be the center of attention and prefers to be home by 10 p.m., the
bar was not an obvious step, but it was a life-changing stroke of
luck. It was in this bar that I met a customer who told me the horse
department of the largest veterinary hospital in Israel was always
looking for new technicians, no veterinary experience needed.
I took the tip and reached out to the director of the horse
department, but there was no reply. I sent a text message in English
to the manager of the horse department, but there was no reply. I
had never really felt tenacity as a job applicant until that moment
when something inside me clicked, and I decided I was going to
be a technician if I had to show up at the hospital every day until
someone gave me a chance.

I took the job at the hospital to work with horses, not to become
a veterinarian. I was 34, deeply in debt from law school and
would have had to spend upwards of $10,000 on prerequisites
and entrance exams to apply to veterinary school in the US, not
to mention the cost of the degree itself. Facing the prospect of
graduating veterinary school 45-years-old and nearly a million
dollars in debt, I shelved that idea and decided to make the most of
being a technician.
The hospital changed everything. It was a steep learning curve.
Riding well-trained horses does not prepare you for working
with foals or aggressive mares and excited stallions. Yet I quickly
discovered the horses I most enjoyed working with were those with
some of the worst behavioral issues, and to my surprise, I was good
at it. While I still got woozy at the slightest drop of human blood, I
was instantly enthralled with equine surgery, and I had to hide my
giddy smile the first time I took blood or inserted an IV catheter.
I have never reacted to anything the way I reacted to medicine. I
was gushing with gratitude for everything the doctors took the time
to teach me, but I was also frustrated to the point of tears every
time they spoke about something I did not have the background
to understand. It quickly became clear to me that I had to go to
veterinary school somehow.
A series of veterinary students and doctors introduced me to a world
of European veterinary studies I was previously unaware of, and this
at least gave me a goal to work towards. I had never visited any of
the countries offering such combined degrees in English, but of all

the options, Warsaw sounded like the best place to spend six years
of my life. I immediately signed up for the entrance exam, studying
full-time for three months, relearning chemistry and biology, and was
of course overjoyed when I passed and was admitted.
However, even with an acceptance in hand, I had no idea how
I would pay for my studies, so I deferred for a year to look for
scholarships. Warsaw immediately fit me like a glove. I cannot
explain my love for this city, but I do my best to impart it to everyone
who visits. I must be doing an ok job, because so far, every visitor I
have had has left saying “I could live here!”.
I love studying languages, but my first impressions of Polish were
intimidating, to say the least. We took five semesters of Polish
language as part of our studies, and I was surprised by how quickly
my understanding progressed. I cannot be surrounded by a
language without being overcome with a desire to speak, so I have
been doing my best to learn as much Polish as possible outside of
class, most recently, by studying the lyrics to Polish songs.
I feel incredibly lucky to be back in school in my thirties, because I
am the most focused and driven I have ever been. I am at a point
in my life where I have found my passion and I know how to get
the most out of every opportunity I am given. SGGW does not have
the resources of the top veterinary schools, but there is a lot to
take advantage of for those inclined to do so. Between my love for
Warsaw and my gratitude to SGGW for the opportunity extended to
me, I would not want to be anywhere else.

THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION

GRANTS FOR

GRADUATE STUDY
AND RESEARCH IN
POLAND
Enrolment starts in NOVEMBER
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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BUILDING BRIDGES IN CONRAD STUDIES AS A KF SCHOLAR
by Dr. Brendan Kavanagh

A

s many of you well know, the Kosciuszko Foundation
Studies and Research Scholarship gives American graduate
students and university faculty members the opportunity
to further develop their research through residence in Polish
university communities, where they may cultivate collaborative work
with eminent professors and researchers. By means of a research
experience that is both academic and cultural, grant recipients not
only attain new-found pathways to both professional and personal
development, but also form lasting academic friendships that may
bring about future collaborative exchange between Polish and
American scholarship. Shortly before being awarded my PhD in
English literature, from November 2019 to March 2020, I had the
honor of being a KF Studies and Research Scholarship grantee,
affiliated with the Joseph Conrad Research Centre of Jagiellonian
University in Kraków. Although I cannot say that my experience is
necessarily representative of those of other grantees, I hope to
provide a brief, first-hand illustration of the Studies and Research
Scholarship’s potential challenges and benefits.
My still-ongoing research project, “Transtextual Conrad: Re-Assessing
Conrad’s Transculturalism,” works to connect Polish, American, and
other non-Polish approaches to the study of the novels, short stories,
and non-fictional writings of the world-renowned Polish émigré
Joseph Conrad (1857-1924). The primary aim of my project is to bridge
an existing divide between Anglo-American and Polish approaches to
the study of Conrad’s writings; some background explanation may be
helpful here. Since Conrad wrote his books only in English and spent
most of his adult life in England, much traditional Anglo-American
literary scholarship has treated Conrad as an “English” and Western
European writer (while a number of prominent American critics have
drawn out the importance of Conrad’s legacy for modern American
fiction and literary culture). In so doing, many Anglo-American literary
critics have neglected the significance of Conrad’s Polish inheritance.
Amid such neglect, Polish Conrad scholars have worked to highlight
the uniquely Polish aspects of Conrad’s narratives; following the
research of professors including Zdzisław Najder, Wiesław Krajka,
and Jolanta Dudek, recent Polish scholarship has drawn out the
significance of Polish historical contexts (and Polish literary heritage)
for the understanding of Conrad’s life and writings. But a significant
divide still exists, between Polish and Anglo-American Conrad
scholarship, mostly because Anglo-American Conradians have
continued to study Conrad primarily in relation to English and Western
European literary history.
In response to this divide, I organized my project, in collaboration
with the Polish Joseph Conrad Society, which includes researchers
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such as Prof. Grażyna Branny (Akademia Ignatianum, Kraków), Prof.
Agnieszka Adamowicz-Pośpiech (University of Silesia), Dr. Karol
Samsel (University of Warsaw), and Dr. Joanna Skolik (University
of Opole). Prior to the start of my KF project, these scholars and
I had discussed the prospects and problems of bridging AngloAmerican and Polish methods of Conrad scholarship. We also had
recognized Conrad’s status as a border-crossing, trans-cultural
writer who has attained renown in academic communities beyond
both of the Polish and Anglo-American academies, in places such
as Italy, Greece, China, Japan, and Taiwan. On the basis of our
discussions, we started a “Transcultural and Transtextual Conrad”
research group, with three main imperatives: first, to promote
international awareness of Conrad’s Polish heritage; second, to
bridge the divide between Polish and Anglo-American scholarship;
and third, to situate such bridging within broader study of the cultural
and trans-cultural affiliations that Conrad’s writings continually attain
within various communities of readership. My Polish colleagues and
I invited Conrad scholars from countries around the world (including
Poland, the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Norway,
China, Japan, and Taiwan) to undertake new research (and to write
new essays, at their home institutions) regarding Conrad’s cultural
affiliations. While in Kraków from November 2019 through March
2020, I worked with my Polish colleagues on the organization of a
book that brings together these essays, which their authors have
recently finished. Significantly, within wider discussion of topics
important to all Conrad enthusiasts, a number of these essays
reconsider the significance of Conrad’s Polish heritage and thereby
make further knowledge of such heritage available to a nonPolish, English-speaking readership. Furthermore, at the Conrad
Research Centre, I individually researched Conrad’s Polish Romantic
inheritance, wrote a new chapter for the book, and also composed
two new essays that will be submitted to leading literary journals.
This project brought me the significant challenge of being not only
a researcher, but also a project organizer responsible for drawing
together the works of a number of very talented scholars. Following
my prior research experience as a PhD student supervised by
university professionals, I quickly found myself working as a peer
alongside my aforementioned Polish colleagues. One significant
challenge was to find a balance of humble admiration and selfconfidence while working with these accomplished scholars, who
had significantly more experience than I did. In engaging with this
challenge, I found the academic culture of the Polish Joseph Conrad
Society to be both welcoming and surprisingly helpful. In discussions
with both my smaller research group and the wider Society

membership, I found that everyone always gave well-deserved
respect to the comments of the more accomplished professors, yet
also gave the same respect and consideration to what each person
had to say, regardless of each person’s degrees, titles, and academic
accomplishments (whether that person be a professor, early-career
scholar, or student). In developing my project with my colleagues, I
sought to emulate the academic environment of the Polish Conrad
Society. I encouraged each colleague to work on an aspect of our
project relevant to his or her own research interests; I worked to
create a group forum in which we all could share individual work and
seek out constructive feedback on our ideas. In doing so, I learned to
generate a collaborative platform in which research group members
could share their work and also contribute their unique viewpoints.
Collectively we wrote individual chapters of our book, and also
communicated with chapter authors from other countries, in order to
both promote awareness of Conrad’s Polishness and to bridge Polish
and international Conrad scholarship.
Now that our book has been organized and written, my colleagues
and I are writing the book description that we will send to potential
publishers; we hope to have the book available in print and online
next year. But the project now promises to become much more than

just a book. My colleagues and I have begun to plan the potential
development of a Transcultural Conrad website (and online learning
platform) that will allow our project participants to make scholarly
resources (such as new articles, essays and lesson plans) available to
literature teachers and university professors across the post-COVID19
academic world. In encouraging me to consider how my own
individual work might become part of a broader academic landscape
– and in teaching me how to develop a collaborative research
platform within my academic field – my time as a KF scholar has
been a catalyst to my personal growth as both a researcher and an
educator. My project also allowed me to study Polish and to immerse
myself in the local culture and cuisine of Kraków, guided by Prof.
Branny, Dr. Samsel, and my other colleagues, to whom I would like to
express my gratitude. I also would like to thank Prof. Jolanta Dudek
and Prof. Andrzej Juszczyk of Jagiellonian University, for graciously
making the Conrad Research Centre available to me and for going
out of their way to make sure that I had the resources I needed for my
research. I also express my sincere and profound appreciation to the
Kościuszko Foundation and its donors, for organizing, supporting and
sponsoring the Studies and Research Scholarship program.

My name is JOHN GROSS.
I am from West Bloomfield, Michigan and
I study Bioarcheology at the University of Warsaw
Q. What convinced you to study in Poland?
JG. The University of Warsaw has an
amazing Bioarchaeology department
which does research in different areas
of the World such as Peru, Iraq, Iran, and
Egypt just to name a few. Their department
is well recognized in the archaeological
community and studying under them has
been fantastic.
Q. What is your favorite thing about studying
and living in Poland?
JG. The people and of course the food. I
came here not knowing anyone and now,
two years later, have made a lot of friends.
Also, the food is fantastic. I am sure that
everyone knows pierogi but people tend

to forget about other
great Polish dishes such
as żurek, kaszanka,
kiełbasa, and placki
ziemniaczane.
Q. Were all your courses
conducted in English? Did
you have any difficulties in communicating
with your Polish lecturers?
JG. Yes, all of my lectures were conducted
in English and I had no difficulties with
communicating with my Polish lecturers. All
of them were very professional and great.
Q. Do you have any advice to people who
are considering applying for the KF Exchange
Program to Poland?

JG. If you are looking for a great place to
study abroad, definitely consider Poland
and Warsaw. I heard about the Kosciuszko
Foundation through my institute. I applied
and received a very positive response. The
Kosciuszko Foundation is very friendly and
professional. I highly recommend, for those

considering study in Poland, to send an
email and get more information.
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TEN YEARS IN THE US CAPITAL

Kosciuszko Foundation in Washington DC
by Barbara Bernhardt, Washington DC Director

communities. We have been honoring great artists, scientists,
diplomats, outstanding Poles and Polonia members or Americans of
Polish descend.
Each summer, we have been celebrating a Polish Day – an open
house with lots of fun activities, performances, games, art exhibits and
traditional Polish lunch, prepared for us by the Polish Embassy’s Chef.
Each December, there have been beautiful festive Christmas
celebrations with Polish Wigilia and caroling together.
Classical and jazz concerts, Polish food and vodka or beer tastings,
karaoke, meetings with authors, panel discussions, art shows,
children events, and members meetings transformed our townhouse
on O Street into a Little Poland.
2020 brought us – along with all other cultural centers – to a full stop.
The Kosciuszko Foundation moved online and continues its mission
virtually. We still want to stay connected and present in our community!

Barbara Bernhardt,
KF Washington DC
Director, Agnieszka
Holland, former
KF president John
Micgiel and Cecylia
Kocinski former DC
Chapter President
at the 2015 DC Gala

The Kosciuszko Foundation DC building

I

n 2010, a beautiful townhouse in the heart of Washington DC
which for almost 20 years served as an American Center for Polish
Culture has been gifted to the Kosciuszko Foundation. Our almost
100 years old organization found its representation in the US capital.
Three years later, in 2013, I was offered a position of a representative
of the KF in Washington DC. Representing the Foundation was a
great honor and representing Poland and its culture in the US capital
– a dream come true.
For the last seven years, during which I became the director of the
DC Center, I have been doing what I love most: organizing cultural
events, filling the Center with music, art, inspiring discussions,
commemorating important anniversaries, celebrating holidays,
cooperating with the Polish Embassy and other local Polish
organizations and most of all meeting and hosting countless
fascinating people. Bringing my beloved Poland closer to the US
became my purpose and main objective.
Each fall, we have been organizing fundraising dinner galas
that have been taking place in the historical Mayflower Hotel
and gathering hundreds of guests from the Polish American
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Above: Caddets from West Point
Accademy visiting KF DC
Above: 72nd aniversary
of Warsaw Uprising

Right: Valentines concert

Please find us on Facebook where all the online programs are
announced and were you will find a link to the Kosciuszko TV –
our YouTube channel with interviews, music, panel discussions,
and more. All online programs are free of charge and available
for everyone. We hope to bring you some comfort, entertainment,
encouragement and inspiration. Please follow us online and please
leave us your thoughts and comments.
As we celebrate our 10th anniversary in Washington DC we invite
you to celebrate with us! We need your support now more than ever!
Hoping that we will be able to gather in person again soon, we ask
you to consider joining us now, when we still need to maintain our
Center while all fundraising activities have stopped.
We needed to postpone our Gala this year, the main fundraising
event of the year. Please make a donation, renew your membership
or become a new Kosciuszko Foundation member! Thanks to our
members and supporters, who believe and share the mission of
bringing a deeper understanding and appreciation for Polish culture
we are able to continue our long presence in the United States.
Your membership not only supports us monetary but also provides
a testimony that our presence in the US capital is needed and
appreciated.

You may make your donation online at
https://www.thekf.org/kf/support/donate/

please type Washington DC Chapter in the box This donation is in
honor of…

You may become a member or renew your
membership at
https://www.thekf.org/kf/support/membership/
please chose KFDC Chapter

or by mailing your check directly to our Center:
THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
2025 O Str., N.W. Washington, DC 20036

Thank you!
Dziękujemy!

Above: Bogna Kicinska’s concert

Right: Polish Wigilia and Caroling
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THE CHICAGO CHAPTER REPORT
Lidia Z. Filus, Ph.D., Chapter President

BIOGRAPHY OF JOLANTA MARIA PAWLIKOWSKI
by Beata Pawlikowska and Ewa Radwańska

J. Pawlikowska life story, written by Chapter Member Maria Zakrzewska
was published in Dziennik Zwiazkowy

J

olanta Maria Pawlikowska, aged 81, passed away in the early
hours of January 19, 2020. She was born in Święciechowa,
near Leszno in Polandon August 23, 1938. Her parents, Józef
and Maria Żurczak, were teachers and scout instructors. During
WWII, Józef, then a second lieutenant in the Polish Army, was
captured and taken to a prisoner-of-war camp in Murnau, Germany.
In 1944, Maria escaped with Jolanta from a transport taking them
to a labor camp, when her children both developed diphtheria and
tetanus. She managed to make her way to a hospital in Germany
with her children, where she worked until the end of the war. At the
end of the war, they were moved as “displaced persons” (DP) to a
camp in the British-occupied zone of Germany, where they were
reunited with Józef. There the children attended school, where
Maria taught and Józef was principal. In addition, at this time Jola
started to visit scout bivouacs and camps with her father, who also
served as scout regional vice-president.
In 1949 the family, now with three children, immigrated as “delayed
pilgrims” to the United States of America, settling first in Wisconsin
and then in Chicago. Jola attended St. Stanislaus Kostka elementary
and secondary schools, graduating as a National Honor Student
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with a Leadership Award. She also joined the first Polish Girl Guide
troop in Chicago, “Młody Las”. She participated in many scouting
trips and camps and earned her first scout instructor level. Jola
often appeared in the Marek Gordon’s Polish language radio
program, where she recited poetry and developed her recitation
skills. After high school, she went to work as a secretary in an
architectural office to help her parents support the family. Work did
not prevent her from pursuing her college ambitions. She studied at
the American Conservatory of Music and the University of Chicago,
graduating with a degree in Music (cello and voice). As a cellist
she performed with chamber groups, the conservatory orchestra,
and the West Chicago Orchestra. As a vocalist she sang with the
ACM Madrigal chamber ensemble, Anshe Emet Synagogue choral
group, and performed sacred and classical vocal recitals. In 1974 she
joined the Lyric Opera Chorus, where she was a member until 1995.
In 1979, the Lyric Opera Chorus was invited to perform Krzysztof
Penderecki’s Paradise Lost at La Scala Opera in Milan, Italy. Jolanta
was thrilled to spend seven weeks in Milan and also to perform the
concert “Sacra Rappresentazione” of this composition at the Vatican
at the invitation of Pope John Paul II.
In 1959 Jola married Witold Pawlikowski and in 1966 her daughter,
Beata, was born. Jolanta was a loving wife and mother. She was
a marvelous cook and hostess, and their home was always open.
Jolantawas always involved in Chicago’s cultural activities. She
was a member of the Polish Academicians’ Association, where
she participated in many literary events as a poetry recitalist.
Guests invited by the Academicians’Association often stayed at the
Pawlikowski home; these included writers and poets, professors,
musicians, artists and actors. She performed with Lidia Pucińska’s
Theatre of Opera and Operetta as well as with Feliks Konarski
“Ref-Ren”. Since 1984, with her husband Witold, she was active in
the Chicago Chapter of the Kosciuszko Foundation and was the
Chapter’s Music Chair. For many years she was an organizer of
the Chicago Chopin Competitions for young pianists. She was a
longtime member of the Polish Arts Club, serving as President in
the years 1992-94, and then as a member of the board of directors.
For many years she was the chair of the annual Polish Art Exhibits
sponsored by the Polish Arts Club. With Leszek Nowobilski, she
served on the financial board of the Polish Jesuit Millennium Center

from its very beginning. In 2001 she returned to active scout service,
when her daughter became council director of the Tatry Girl Guides
Council, and earned her next scout instructor rank.
In 1998, in recognition of her efforts to promote Polish culture and
art, she was awarded the Order of Cultural Merit by the Ministry
of Culture and Art of the Republic of Poland. In 2010 Jolanta and
Witold Pawlikowski received special recognition by the Chicago
Chapter of the Kosciuszko Foundation at its annual Tadeusz feastday
celebration. Jolanta Pawlikowska will live in the loving memory of
her family and many friends, who mourn her loss. She was truly a
person beloved by all –intelligent, kind, and gracious, a talented
musician, longtime tireless member and volunteer at many Polonia
organizations and events, well known throughout the PolishAmerican community in Chicago.

Jolanta. Pawlikowska’s funeral ceremony
On October 28, 2019, the Kosciuszko’s Name Day Celebration
took place at the Polish Museum of America in Chicago during which
the Chapter awarded a longtime KF member, Czeslawa Kolak for her
contributions to the KF and Polish Community.
Chicago Chapter mourns the loss of our beloved Music Chair
and long-time Member of the Board - Jolanta Pawlikowski, who
passed in January 2020.

Dr. Tadeusz Kubicki,
from Poznan Medical University,
the KF Exchange Fellow

Her life story, written by Chapter Member Maria Zakrzewska was
published in Dziennik Zwiazkowy. The Chapter is planning to honor
Her life at a later date, after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Two KF Exchange Fellows from Poland spent several months
this year at Chicago universities - Dr. Lukasz Ciebiera from Warsaw
University of Medicine joined research team at the University of Illinois;
and Dr. Tadeusz Kubicki from Poznań Medical University worked with
Prof. Andrzej Jakubowiak at the University of Chicago. Regretfully,
their presentations planned by the Chapter had to be cancelled at the
last minute due to introduction of pandemic-related restrictions.

The past KF Fellows
“KF Alumni” who had
stayed in Chicago
during their research
in recent years

In February, KF Trustees, Dr Ewa Radwanska from Chicago and
Dr. Marek Pienkowski from Knoxville, TN, travelled to Atlanta, GA to
support the Atlanta Chopin Society’s 20th Anniversary Gala.
Prof. Ewa Radwanska, MD, KF Trustee and Chapter Member
travelled to Poland in February to participate in the KF interviews of
Exchange Scholarship applicants. While in Warsaw, she also visited
with the past KF Fellows, who had stayed in Chicago during their
research in recent years, and now are the „KF Alumni”.
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THE PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER REPORT
by Sylwia Czajkowska, Chapter President

attendance of fifty members of our Chapter. These included:
THE 12TH POLISH CULTURAL SALON (Sept 7, 2019) “ Karykatura
polska historycznie i osobiscie”. The lecture by Ryszard Druch
provided an interesting review of the history of Polish caricature
and included the author’s personal perspective and many of his
own contributions.
THE 13TH CULTURAL SALON (Feb 8, 2020)- “The Influence of
an Unruly Jazz on my Slavic Imagination”. The evening filled
with delightful jazz music by Janusz Smulski - jazzman, pianist,
composer, arranger, songwriter and performer, the key musician
of the Trenton “Odlot” cabaret.

B

elow are the Highlights of the Philadelphia Chapter activities.
We are pleased to report that we continue to successfully
develop initiatives that engage members’ participation as well
as increase our membership amid COVID-19 challenges. All of the
events and activities organized by the Philadelphia chapter support
the mission of promoting ties between Poland and the United States
through educational, scientific and cultural exchange and most of all
serve as fundraising opportunities to award scholarships.

THE 14TH CULTURAL SALON (June 6, 2020)- “What Is Polish Logic?
National Identity in a Universal Science”. David Dunning, PhD,
an expert in History of Science discussed the rise of the Warsaw
School, its characteristic practices, and its global legacy in postwar
computer science. The presentation described the lives and careers
of Stanislaw Lesniewski (1886–1939) and Jan Lukasiewicz (1878–
1956), the School’s founders, as well as several others, logicians,
philosophers, mathematicians, who were the graduates of Lvov
University. This first virtual event was well attended by our Chapter
members remotely from the safety of their homes.

The Philadelphia Chapter continues communicating with its members
on a regular basis via quarterly distribution of the Quo Vadis Newsletter.
Year 2019 marked two important occasions for celebration: 25TH
ANNIVERSARY OF THE PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER OF THE
KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION and 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF
POLAND-US DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS.
Oct 27, 2019- Chapter members joined us at the Museum of the American
Revolution for the Celebration of the Centennial of Poland-US Diplomatic
Relations and the 25th Anniversary of the Philadelphia Chapter.
The evening started with a lecture dedicated to “First Two Modern
Written Constitutions: US and Polish Constitutions of 1787 and 1791”.
Special thanks go to the Chapter’s founders who honored us with
their presence and willingness to share chapter’s history dating back
to the initial meeting in 1994.
Thorough the year we continued with organizing POLISH CULTURAL
SALONS (initiated in April of 2016). The Polish Cultural Salons
promoting our culture are inspired by the famous Thursday Dinners
of King Stanislaw Poniatowski. Our Salons take place in the private
homes of KF Philly members and friends and benefit the educational
scholarship funds. All three Salons were truly memorable events with
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Online lecture “What Is Polish Logic?
National Identity in a Universal Science”.
by David Dunning, PhD,

Lecture annoucement

October 20, 2019 The Philadelphia Chapter was co-organizer of the
book signing by Jack Fairweather, the author of “The Volunteer”
a fascinating book about Witold Pilecki. The presentation, hosted
at the Associated Polish Home, was well attended with long lines
awaiting the book signing by the author. Our chapter has prepared a
special edition Newsletter (Oct 2019) dedicated to Witold Pilecki.
We continued our tradition of organizing an Annual Christmas
Celebration. This year’s Christmas Gala was organized by the
Kościuszko Foundation Philadelphia Chapter & Polish Heritage
Society of Philadelphia at the elegant Spring Mill Manor, Ivyland, PA.
It was a memorable evening filled with a great music performance by
Krystof Medyna, dancing, sharing of the opłatek, caroling, raffle and
the silent auction. More than 100 guests attended.
Polish Wigilia at the Villanova University become a tradition. This
year’s Wigilia was very well attended by members of the Polish
Students Club, their friends, the University faculty and members of
the Kosciuszko Foundation Philadelphia Chapter including former
President of our Chapter Marcia Geary-Wolnicki and Dr. Miron
Wolnicki who is a Professor of Economics at Villanova.

The 12th Polish Cultural Salon (Sept 7, 2019) hosted at thehome of KF member
the United Way. As of December 2019, members can donate funds
to the KF (individually or via their employers).
We trust that you will agree, we have excellent momentum for
another productive year. For more details on any of the highlighted
events as well as upcoming events, please visit our KF Philadelphia
Chapter website.

United Way Campaign - The Philadelphia Chapter played
instrumental role in re-establishing the Foundation’s relationship with

The board members of the Philadelphia chapter would like to thank
all of our past and current members for their continued support
and engagement with our Chapter in order to help us promote the
Foundation’s mission.

All the Best
to the

KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
from

California’s Oldest Polish Society
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THE D.C CHAPTER REPORT
by Anna Tarnawska, Chapter President

S

ince March, I have been having the pleasure and honor to
serve as the President of the KF Washington D.C. Chapter.
I joined D.C. team at a significant moment when the branch
celebrates its tenth anniversary. I felt challenged yet excited as the
new role brings together my two beloved fields – Polish culture
promotion and Communications. Therefore, right away I began
to think about how to summarize the previous decade of the KF’s
activity in the capital of the United States and turn the gained
experience into plans for the development of the organization for
the coming years.

Winnicki, Adam Makowicz among others. Our wish and hope is to
bring you some comfort in the face of the coronavirus outbreak and
its aftermath.

At the beginning of March, together with the Foundation’s team, we
started preparing our headquarters for an opening of a large-scale
exhibition – presenting works of three generations of artists. At the
same time, more information about the coronavirus began to flow
and the specter of a pandemic was becoming more and more real.
Although in D.C. and the surrounding area there were no confirmed
cases of COVID-19 and thus no regulations on organizing public
gatherings have been put in place yet, for the safety of our guests,
we decided to postpone the date of the exhibition opening. This
is how we thought about it then. However, we quickly realized that
the situation would not improve quickly enough, the threat would
increase and the virus would stay with us for longer.

Therefore, we are asking for your help. The big part of the
Kosciuszko Foundation’s funding comes from membership fees
and donations. The membership also gives us measurable proof
of the need for our presence in the U.S. capital. I am kindly asking
you to support us in this difficult time by becoming a member of our
DC branch. I encourage you to do so not only as of the chapter’s
President but as an American citizen, proud of her roots and Polish
culture, which deserves to be represented and promoted in the U.S.

This situation frightened us. But soon after we found ourselves in
a similar situation of hundreds or thousands of other organizations
and individuals, and the misery began to give way to new energy.
We were driven by the thought of what we could do to be together
once again despite the obligation of being apart; how to bring
comfort to those who have suffered far more from a pandemic or its
consequences than we have.

We strive to expand the online presence, which allows us to
continue the KF’s mission and also gives us an opportunity to reach
a wider audience. Nonetheless, the Washington DC branch still
maintains its headquarters – a beautiful Victorian building situated
in the heart of the city. Although we cannot invite you inside at the
moment, we certainly hope to be able to do this soon and in the
meantime, we will keep your company in the virtual realm.

For more information about our membership, please visit:
https://www.thekf.org/kf/support/membership/
Please check “DC Chapter” next to your name so we can distribute
the funds accordingly.
You can also call the Kosciuszko Foundation DC Office Director,
Barbara Bernhardt at 202-785-2320

It was then that we came up with the idea of implementing online
cultural programs. Together with Barbara Bernhardt and a small
group of volunteers, each from their homes, we began to test our
limited technical possibilities. We tended to be a little lost, which
is why we are all the more grateful to our guests who trusted us
and appeared in our episodes of the “Impromptu” and “Quarantine
Jazz” series. We are even more obligated to you, our audience, for
the openness to our new project and for supporting us with a lot of
positive comments and reactions.
So far, we have released conversations with personalities such
as Agnieszka Holland, Lech Majewski, Tomasz Konieczny, Rafał
Olbiński, Piotr Machalica, Krzysztof Jabłoński or Alexander Kobrin.
We played virtual concerts of Bogna Kicinska and Kuba Cichocki,
Aleksander Debicz, Surreal Players, Krzysztof Medyna, Andrzej
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The Kosciuszko Foundation DC

THE NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER REPORT
by Carolyn Topor, Chapter President

D

uring the month of October in collaboration with Elms
College, the Chapter presented the 18th Annual Polish Film
Festival on Wednesday evenings. Films presented: The Man
Who Killed Hitler and Then the Bigfoot, Warsaw 44 (Miasto 44);The
Butler (Kamerdyner); Squadron 303 Heroes of the Battle of Britain
and Cold War.
Robert D. Krzykowski writer, director and producer of The Man
Who Killed Hitler and Then the Bigfoot, is a native of Turners
Falls, Massachusetts. He worked on the movie for 12 years prior
to its release. The psychological thriller was shot in Western
Massachusetts in 2017 and tells the story of the heroic Calvin
Barr, who lives with the secret that he killed Hitler in 1943, and
then a plague-bearing Sasquatch in 1987 at the request of the
U.S. government. Seasoned Hollywood actor Sam Elliott(A Star is
Born) stars as the older Barr, with Aidan Turner (Poldark)playing
Barr as a young man. Scenes were filmed at Ventfort Hall, a turn
of the century mansion in Lenox, MA. Many recognizable Turners
Falls locations like Main Street and the Gill-Montague Bridge were
featured in the movie which was screened in January at the Shea
Theater in Turners Falls to great anticipation and applause, prior
to its nationwide release in theaters on February 8, 2019. Carolyn

THIS NEWSLETTER IS PARTIALLY SPONSORED
THANKS TO THE GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS OF:
Dr. Norman and Dr. Hanna
Chroboczek-Kelker
Mr. Gary Dubiel
Mr. Matthew Gryta

The film series receives extensive publicity. It brings people from
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Worcester, Boston, and Vermont! We will
not have our Film Festival in the fall due to the uncertainty of the
opening of the Elms College campus.
Although the Chapter had to cancel its 20th Awards Gala on March
29, 2020, we look forward to recognizing the 2019-2020 and
2020-21 Kosciuszko Foundation scholarship and grant recipients
studying in New England. KF/NE will honor the eminent Dr. Witold
Kawecki as Distinguished Polish-American for 2020. Our artists Dr.
Magdalena Adamek, pianist, and Emmanuel Feldman, cellist will
perform a rarely heard work by Fryderyk Chopin: Sonata for Cello &
Piano in G minor, Op 65.

KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION CHOPIN COMPETITION
FOR YOUNG PIANISTS

Polish American Medical
Society - Zwiazek Lekarzy
Polskich Chicago
Polish Heritage Center
at Panna Maria

Ms. Eleanor Nolan

Polish Society of California

Mr. Jacob Paciorek

Polanki

Dr. Ewa Radwanska

Polish Theater Institute

Mr. Stanislaw Saalborn

Sailing Vacations Krzysztof Sierant

Kosciuszko Foundation
Chicago Chapter

Preceding the final film Cold War Prof. Jeremi Szaniawski, the Walter
Raleigh Amesbury Jr. & Cecile Dudley Amesbury Prof. of Polish
Language, Literature & Culture at UMass/Amherst with a Ph.D. in Film
and Slavic Studies from Yale, presented comments on the film.

Cohen Seglias

Mr. Joseph G. V. Maciora

Mr. Piotr (Peter) Szymanski

Topor and Mr. Krzykowski were interviewed on the Western MA PBS
station. Preceding the screening the young(36) Polish-American
director delighted the audience with his remarks about the making
of the film.

SanFinancial Services
T h e n e w, o n l i n e v e r s i o n
The details of the competition and the application form is available on www.chopincompetitiondc.org
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THE PITTSBURGH CHAPTER REPORT
by Mary Lou Ellena, Chapter President

T

he Pittsburgh Chapter of the Kosciuszko Foundation is
surviving Covid 19 and keeping in touch with members
and the community at large virtually and through emails,
Facebook and our website.

Dr. Oscar Swan, head of the
Slavic Studies Department
at the University of
Pittsburgh, is the recipient
of the Pittsburgh Chapter’s
2019 Lifetime Achievement
Award. Oscar is pictured
here with his wife Emily at
the Chapter’s October

Prior to our quarantine, our chapter hosted Jack Fairweather, British
author of The Volunteer: One Man, an Underground Army, and the
Secret Mission to Destroy Auschwitz, the story of Witold Pilecki,
a member of the Polish underground who infiltrated Auschwitz.
Fairweather spoke to over 200 people at La Roche University, Beth
Shalom Synagogue and Mount Lebanon Public Library. This event
was co sponsored by the Pittsburgh Chapter, Classrooms without
Borders and Riverstone Books. In April our Chapter members were
invited to a Zoom lecture and discussion with Canadian filmmaker
Eric Bednarski, director of “Warsaw: A City Divided,“ a film about
the Warsaw ghetto. Guests were invited through our Pittsburgh
Chapter to view the film and to participate in the discussion. On
April 21, Kosicsuzko members and guests were invited to participate
in a Zoom discussion with the Chief Rabbi from Warsaw, Poland and
Eric Bednarski. Finally on June 30, Chapter members and guests
were invited to participate in conversation about Witold Pilecki with
Jack Fairweaher and Robert Jan van Pelt, the chief curator of the
museum of Jewish History in New York. This Zoom event focused
on Pilecki’s remarkable story of courage in the face of evil and why
it matters today. This event concluded an intensive Kostciuszko
promoted study of the holocaust.
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Meanwhile our officers and Board of Directors are keeping in touch
through monthly virtual meetings. This allows us to plan, to discuss,
and to share news and ideas. We hope that all of our members
remain healthy and Covid free. We pray that 2020 will conclude with
a vaccine that will bring a happy new normal to 2021.
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Our inaugural Dyngus Day Dash was postponed from April and
is scheduled to take place this October 24 in North Park in the
North Hills of Pittsburgh. Our hope in sponsoring this 5K Walk/Run
is to earn money for our scholarship fund while at the same time
making Pittsburgh aware of the mission and work of the Kosciuszko
Foundation.

Helen Mannarino
honoree
with Pittsburgh Chapter
spiritual advisor Rev.
Thomas Schaefer, PH.D.

• THE
KO

In November, the Pittsburgh Chapter honored Helen Peltz
Mannarino, CEO and founder of Pierogies Plus as our Outstanding
Polonian for 2019. Through faith in God and hard work, Helen has
built a pierogi empire, employing dozens of immigrant women since
the founding of the business. Tentative plans are underway to
honor another Outstanding Polonian in the spring of 2020 , Covid-19
notwithstanding!

THE WESTERN NEW YORK CHAPTER REPORT
by Andrew Wise, Chapter President

M

embers of the WNY Chapter of the Kosciusko Foundation
met on 5 March 2020 in Rosary Hall, Daemen College
(Amherst, NY). The following officers were elected: Andrew
Wise (President), Regina Grol (Vice President), Brian Hammer
(Secretary), and Mary Lou Wyrobek (Treasurer). The new Executive
Committee also includes Ewa Nowak, Mark Peszko, and John
Medwid. The Scholarship Committee members are Ewa Nowak
(Chair), Margaret Stefanski, and Elizabeth Renner.

We were informed by Marek Skulimowski in April 2020 that the
Kosciuszko Foundation Board of Trustees unanimously voted
to end the WNY Chapter’s probation. Since then, the Executive
Committee has met once (30 June) via Zoom, and we have an
in-person meeting for the Executive Committee scheduled for 18
August. We are developing plans for educational programming and
public outreach, fund-raising, and membership recruitment. Despite
the current pandemic, we hope to move forward with plans in the
coming months.

to the
KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
ON THE
ITS 82ND
ANNUAL BALL
THECELEBRATION
POLISH AMERICANOF
TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION
and
Thanksto

DOROTA
ANDRAKA
THE CHAIRMAN
KOSCIUSZKO
FOUNDATION

FOR HER SERVICE TO THE POLISH SUPPLEMENTARY SCHOOLS
for Supporting PATA’s Events for Children Held at the
and join her in
KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION House

HONORING OUR HEROES

WHO HAVE FOLLOWED IN THE TRADITION OF THADDEUS KOSCIUSZKO

The Children
are our Inspiration

RECIPIENT OF THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION MEDAL OF RECOGNITION

GENERAL EDWARD L. ROWNY

AND
RECIPIENTS OF THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION PIONEER AWARDS

WINCENTY KNAPCZYK
ZBIGNIEW A. KRUSZEWSKI,PHD.
MIECZYSLAW MADEJSKI
WANDA LORENC
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THE POLISH AMERICAN
THE POLISH AMERICAN TEACHERS
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION
A Cultural and Professional Organization for Educators Since 1973

A Cultural •and
Professional
for Educators
Working
on special projects inOrganization
cooperation with the Kosciuszko
Foundation Since 1973
• Supporting events sponsored by the Kosciuszko Foundation

the Annual
Storytellingin
Contest
and Programs at the
Foundation
for metropolitan
• Working• Conducting
on special
projects
cooperation
with
the Kosciuszko
Foundation
and suburban Polish Supplementary School students
• Supporting events •sponsored
theEnglish
Kosciuszko
Foundation
Contributing to theby
Teaching
in Poland Program
Hosting an Annual Christmas Party at the Kosciuszko Foundation
• Conducting the••Annual
Storytelling Contest and programs at the Foundation
Organizing cultural, educational and recreational activities and trips
for metropolitan and For
suburban
Polish Supplementary School students
information and an application please write to:
THE POLISH AMERICAN
TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION
• Contributing to the Teaching
English
in Poland
Program
c/o The Kosciuszko Foundation
15 East 65th
Street, New
York, NY
10065
• Hosting an annual Christmas
Party
at the
Kosciuszko
Foundation
• Organizing cultural, educational and recreational activities and trips

For information and an application, please write to:
The Polish American Teachers Association
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T

HE EXCHANGE PROGRAM to the United States, enables Polish
scholars to carry out research, artistic or study projects at
accredited institutions of higher learning in the United States.
Unlike many other scholarship programs, this Program supports
those who are just the beginning of their academic careers, as
well as those who have years of experience and expertise in their
fields of specialization. The KF Exchange Program to the U.S. is also
recognized for supporting the widest selection of disciplines of studies
and research. This year we received a total of 98 applications of
which the U.S. Academic Advisory Committee selected 74 candidates
for in-person interviews in Poland. From February 17th to February
27th, 2020 members of the U.S. Academic Advisory Committee,

together with members of the Polish Academic Commission, held the
in-person interviews at the Kosciuszko Foundation’s office in Warsaw.
For the academic year 2020/2021, 30 candidates were matched for
funding. Additionally, 6 awardees from the academic year 2019/2020
were unable to conduct their research in the original time frame due
to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and were transferred to the
academic year 2020/2021 bringing the total of awardees to 36 and
the total amount of awards to $414,000.
The KF Foundation would like to take this opportunity to express its
sincere appreciation to the members of the U.S. and Polish Academic
Advisory Committees, who reviewed and interviewed all of the
applicants for the EXCHANGE PROGRAM TO THE UNITED STATES.

MEMBERS OF THE ACADEMIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
for the 2020/2021 Exchange Program to the United States:
H
 ANNA CHROBOCZEK KELKER, PH.D.
Former Research Assistant Professor, Departments of Microbiology
and Medicine, New York University School of Medicine, Member
of Center for AIDS Research at NYU, Member of the Board of
Directors of PIASA, Member of the KF Board of Trustees.

EWA RADWANSKA, M.D., PH.D.
Director of the Section of Reproductive Endocrinology and
Infertility, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Rush
University Medical Center in Chicago, IL, Member of the KF Board
of Trustees.

WLODEK MANDECKI, PH.D.
(did not participate in in-person interviews)
Chairman & President, PharmaSeq Inc., Adjunct Professor at the
Department of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics at the New
Jersey Medical School of Rutgers University at Newark, NJ.

MAREK SKULIMOWSKI
President and Executive Director of the Kosciuszko Foundation
Inc. in New York

MEMBERS OF THE POLISH ACADEMIC COMMISSION
for the 2020/2021 Exchange Program to the United States:
EWA BARTNIK, PH.D., D.SC.
Professor at the Institute of Genetics and Biotechnology,
University of Warsaw
PIOTR BOGDANOWICZ, PH.D., D.SC.
Associate Professor at the Faculty of Law and Administration,
University of Warsaw
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JOLANTA CHOINSKA-MIKA, PROF. PH.D., D.SC.
Vice-Rector for Student Affairs and Quality of Teaching, University
of Warsaw; Co-founder of the University Center for Educational
Research and Innovation
GRAZYNA CZETWERTYNSKA, PH.D.
President of the Kosciuszko Foundation - Poland,
Artes Liberales Institute, University of Warsaw, UW Educational
School and the Polish American Freedom Foundation

EWA HAMAN, PH.D., D.SC.
Faculty of Psychology, University of Warsaw
KATARZYNA KOPCZEWSKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Prorector of the Economy Faculty, University of Warsaw
ZBIGNIEW LASOCIK, PROF. PH.D., D.SC.
Professor of Law and Criminology, Head of the Human Trafficking
Research Center, Faculty of Political Science and International
Studies, University of Warsaw
ZBIGNIEW MOZEJKO, PH.D., D.SC.
Faculty of Modern Languages, University of Warsaw
MARIA POPRZECKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Professor at the Artes Liberales Faculty, University of Warsaw
EWA RUDNICKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Artes Liberales Faculty, University of Warsaw, Program Manager
of a series of library science sessions for librarians from Eastern
European countries

KATARZYNA
SADKOWSKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Faculty of Artes Liberales, University of Warsaw,
her research focuses on Polish and German Literature of the
19th and 20th Century.

ANNA RUDEK-SMIECHOWSKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Department of Humanities, Nicolaus Copernicus University,
Art Historian, Art Critic, Publicist and Exhibition Commissioner
JERZY TYSZKIEWICZ, PROF., PH.D., D.SC.
Professor at the Faculty of Informatics, University of Warsaw
JAKUB URBANIK, PH.D., D.SC.
Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law and Administration,
Chair of Roman Law and the Law and Antiquity, University
of Warsaw
 NDRZEJ WASKIEWICZ, PROF., PH.D., D.SC.
A
Head of the Institute of Sociology, University of Warsaw
MAREK WECOWSKI, PH.D., D.SC.
Departments of Ancient History, University of Warsaw
AGNIESZKA WIECKOWSKA, PH.D., D.SC.
Academic at the Chemistry, University of Warsaw
ANDRZEJ WYSMOLEK, PROF. PH.D., D.SC.
Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw

THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION

EXCHANGE
PROGRAM
TO THE US FOR
POLISH CITIZENS
Call for research grant and
fellowship applications
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
NOVEMBER 15, 2020
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THE POOL OF 36 CANDIDATES RECOMMENDED FOR 2020/2021

Humanities
BOGULA EWA, PH.D. STUDENT
Chief Specialist in Research and Publishing
Department at The Fryderyk Chopin Institute
3M grant – INDIANA UNIVERSITY
$8,000 – ADOLF AND STEPHANIE BAUER
EDUCATIONAL FUND
$1,000 – F ELIKS AND HARRIET BASISTA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
ART: To complete PhD dissertation
dedicated to the piano concertos by Polishborn composers during the second half of
the long 19th century. Will investigate how
these performer-composers negotiated
their desire to articulate their Polish national
identity while meeting the needs of the
international audiences they encountered
during their concert tours. Because these
composers drew inspiration from foreign
(Western and Eastern European) and Polish
traditions, especially the models of Fryderyk
Chopin, the convergences of these musical
languages in their compositions offer
compelling case studies in the intersections
of nationalism and cosmopolitanism.
CZAPLICKI BARTLOMIEJ, PH.D.
Professor at University of Warsaw
4M fellowship – INDIANA UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
LINGUISTICS: The two main objectives of
the research are application of ultrasound
imaging to the study of Ukrainian, Polish
and Russian and developing Construction
Morphology. Ultrasound imaging offers
an opportunity to study the dynamicity
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of articulators with great accuracy and
temporal resolution. IU Speech Production
Lab provides access to state-of-the-art 3D
ultrasound equipment, particularly useful in
examining the overall position and 3D shape
of the tongue, in the sagittal, coronal and
axial planes. The fellowship at IU would give
Dr. Czaplicki an opportunity to cooperate
with Prof. Stuart Davis and develop CM by
testing its predictions on Slavic data.
CZARNA ANNA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Jagiellonian University
4M fellowship – N
 EW YORK UNIVERSITY
COUPLES LAB
$2,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
$10,000 – WILLIAM AND MILDRED
ZELOSKY SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PSYCHOLOGY: Narcissism, conceptualized
as a normally distributed personality
trait, refers to a grandiose, entitled, selfcentered, self-serving, and manipulative
social orientation. IA research into how
personality traits of relationship partners
(e.g. narcissism) relate to the perceptions
and cognitive schemata of partners within
couples, and their conflict management
strategies. Will document coping mechanisms
and adaptation also among those who break
up during the study and will investigate
personality and interpersonal factors relating
to higher break-up probability. Validated
psychological measures will be used along
with self-developed measures of cognitive
boundaries and power within couple.

CUDOWSKA MARIA, PH.D.
Law Lecturer at Faculty of Law, University
of Bialystok
5M fellowship – M
 ICHIGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY
$14,000 – T
 HE DRS. FRANCIS AND LIDIA
KOPERNIK FUND
$1,000 – T
 HE WACLAW AND IRENA
SZYSZKOWSKI FUND
LAW: A comparative study between
Alternative Dispute Resolution and personal
injury regulations in Michigan and Poland.
Assuming the effectiveness of the American
system, what lessons are to be learned in
Poland? The purpose of the project is not
only to benefit the academic community, but
also to extend its reach to Polish citizens.
Accidents happen, but the way that we do
damage control does not just ‘happen’.
ILOWIECKA-TANSKA ILONA, PH.D.
Head of Lab at Copernicus Science Center
3M fellowship – B
 ERKELEY GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
$9,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
CULTURAL STUDIES: The fellowship in the
Embodied Design Research Laboratory at
UCB aims to contribute to the development
of the methodological framework for the
analysis of visitors’ epistemic practices in the
physical interaction with hands-on exhibits
in museum settings. The main goal of the
fellowship is to foster the development
of the methodological framework for the
analysis of epistemic practices in the
science center. The fellow aims to develop
a framework of analysis of processes of

conceptualization of scientific concepts in
the interaction with exhibits from the naive
know-how in a non-symbolic context to
the know-that and the scientific orientation
toward phenomena. These insights will
continue making for a stronger design
framework for Copernicus R&D Lab.
KORNACKA AGATA, PH.D.
Professor/Senior Assistant at
University of Warsaw
3M fellowship – UC SANTA BARBARA
$9,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
TRANSLATION: The project is to conduct
an analysis of English and Polish translations
of some exemplary oeuvres that belong
to the gauchesque literature, including the
most emblematic representative of the
genre, the two parts of the Argentine epic
poem, Martín Fierro by José Hernández.
Will search for linguistic and extralinguistic
patterns that characterize English and Polish
translations of the gauchesque literature.
LEWANDOWSKA MAGDALENA, PH.D.
Student at Jagiellonian University
4M grant – ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – T
 HE ADOLF AND STEPHANIE
BAUER EDUCATIONAL FUND
ARCHEOLOGY: To study a culture clash
that occurred in the North American
Southwest between 13th/14th and 19th
century, with a focus on the wider social
network that was created in this region
between members of the Pueblo Culture
(e.g. Hopi, Zuni), Athapaskans from the
north (Navajo and Apache) and Numic
speakers from the west (Southern Paiute
and Ute groups). Through the study of
artifacts found on the archaeological sites,
oral tradition, Spanish historical accounts,

population genetics (mtDNA and Y-DNA
analysis), language and other elements
that are part of Native Americans tradition
and culture, will determine the extent
of the impact of Athapaskan and Numic
speakers on indigenous populations of the
Southwest as well as how the exchange of
ideas transformed those cultures. Since this
topic is not well-described, this study may
answer some questions posed by studies in
archaeology in the Southwest.
MALECKA KATARZYNA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor, University of Lodz
4M fellowship – T
 HE UNIVERSITY OF
MEMPHIS
$6,000 – THE SENDZIMIR FUND
$6,000 – WANDA ROEHR FUND
PSYCHOLOGY: Will conduct two
bibliotherapeutic intervention studies in
a clinical setting, assessing the benefits
and efficacy of using grief memoirs in grief
therapy and education. The first study
evaluates the healing aspects of grief
memoirs in work with the bereaved, utilizing
an experimental and control group. The
second intervention targets psychology
graduate students to assess how grief
memoirs may aid in their education and
sensitize them to clients’ needs.
MAZUR SYLWIA, Ph.D.
Student, Junior Researcher and Teaching
Assistant at University of Information
Technology and Management
4M grant – U
 NIVERSITY OF MICHIGANDEARBORN
$12,000 – ADOLF AND STEPHANIE BAUER
EDUCATIONAL FUND

SOCIAL STUDIES:
“Impact of Polish Diaspora in United States
on Poland’s Politics After 1989”
The project will try to answer 3 questions: a)
how involved in national politics has Polish
diaspora in United States been after 1989?; b)
how influential is Polish diaspora compared
with ethnic groups in the U.S. coming from
Central and Eastern Europe? c) is it possible
for Poland to secure a political advantage
by engaging with its diaspora? Collected
data will include qualitative interviewing
(semi-structured and biographic narrative
interviews) and archival research methods at
places of concentration of Polish immigration
to U.S. (Chicago, New York City, Milwaukee,
Detroit, Buffalo and Washington D.C.). Host
institution was chosen based on proximity
to large Polish communities and its personal
links to the Polish diaspora. Research will
be supervised by Dr. Anna Muller, President
of Polish American Historical Association.
Research output will be published in two
articles published in peer-reviewed journals.
ORZECHOWSKA PAULA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Adam Mickiewicz
University
4M fellowship – F ACULTY OF LINGUISTICS,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
LINGUISTICS : Will conduct two pilot
studies which will document the coordination
patterns in speech production in Polish and
English. The studies will be conducted in
the Speech Production Laboratory in the
host institution, which is equipped with a
3D/4D ultrasound, under the supervision
of Professor Malgorzata Cavar. Kinematic
measures will be based on images recorded
by a digital 3D/4D transducer secured under
the chin of a speaker, which will make it
possible to trace minute tongue movements
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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in the production of consonant clusters such
as tongue fronting and raising. The analysis
of the data will focus on determining how
gestures for consonant clusters overlap, and
on identifying stable consonant patterns in
each language. The results of the studies will
have implications for phonological theory,
speech disorders as well as language
learning and teaching.
STACHOWIAK-SZYMCZAK KATARZYNA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Wroclaw University of
Environmental and Life Sciences
4M fellowship – UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
LINGUISTICS: The Interpreting for Perinatal
and End-of-Life Care (IPEC) project aims
to enrich knowledge about the current
state and areas of possible improvement
in perinatal and end-of-life care units in
Poland, as compared to the United States.
Will conduct a series of studies to compare
the language interpreting practices in
healthcare in Poland and the United States,
given the former’s modest and the latter’s
rich experience in interpreting for patients
and doctors of different cultural, ethnic
and linguistic origin. The project responds
to the currently rapidly changing Polish
society which, having been linguistically
homogenous after World War II, now has
a growing number of minorities, such as
Vietnamese immigrants.
WOJTAS PAWEL, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at University of Warsaw
3M fellowship – T
 HE HARRY RANSOM
CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF
TEXAS AT AUSTIN
$5,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
$4,000 – WANDA ROEHR FUND
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LITERATURE: Research of the Inventory
of J.M. Coetzee’s Papers at HRC in order to
complete an interdisciplinary project drawing
on literary and disability studies which
ventures to interrogate the ways in which
fictional representations of disability and
disability metaphors underpin the structure
of narrative ethics in Coetzee’s novels. The
access to the drafts of Coetzee’s novels is
instrumental in completing the narratological
analysis of the project and access to his
private correspondence will help embed the
analysis in a specific historical and cultural
context as well as complement the state of
the research. The results of this research are
intended to be published as a monograph.
This will be the first monograph dedicated
to the aspect of disability in the works of J.M.
Coetzee, thus contributing to the body of the
Coetzee criticism and the growing field of
Disability Studies alike.
WOLACEWICZ DOMINIK, M.S.
Archivist at The Archive of the Polish
Province of the Dominican Order and at The
National Archives in Krakow
4M grant – P
 OLISH INSTITUTE OF ARTS AND
SCIENCES IN NEW YORK
$12,000 – THE SENDZIMIR FUND
ARCHIVES: A project to review and catalog
Feliks Gross’s unpublished materials from
the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences to
make them available to other researchers.
Archives amount to several boxes of
archival material, consist of notebooks and
biographical materials such as diplomas and
certificates, photographs, correspondence,
reports, clippings, article drafts, press
summaries, unpublished manuscripts,
typescripts, and Gross’s handwritten
annotations across various documents.
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ZBOROWSKA AGATA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Institute of Polish
Culture, University of Warsaw
4M fellowship – INDIANA UNIVERSITY
BLOOMINGTON
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
CULTURAL STUDIES: The project aims
to examine how the understanding of and
attitudes toward various types of property
– “common”, “public” and “private” goods
– have changed in the post-World War II
Poland. The research will focus on ways of
negotiating ownershxip relations between
individuals and collectives, as well as the
ways of redefining what is “common” and
“public” in relation to “private” and “state”.
Dr. Zborowska will also work on a joint
article with Professor Elizabeth Dunn and
participate in the creation of the Institute of
Forced Migration.

Humanities Transfers from
2019/2020 Academic Year
BORUSZKOWSKA IWONA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Jagiellonian University
3M fellowship – COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
$9,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
A 3-month research into archival material
collected in Beinecke, concerning life and
work of Olga Scherer-Virsky (1927-2001), a
Polish writer, literary scholar, and translator,
educated in the U.S.
KORNACKA MONIKA, PH.D.
Researcher at SWPS University of Social
Sciences and Humanities
3M fellowship – STANFORD UNIVERSITY
$9,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND

The aim of a 3-month study is to determine
the most relevant triggers for clinical
interventions addressing maladaptive
rumination—a risk, maintain and recurrence
factor of several psychological disorders
like depression, anxiety or addictions, with
Professor James J. Gross.
MOSTOWSKA MAGDALENA, PH.D.
Assistant, University of Warsaw
3M fellowship – U
 NIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA
$9,000 – WILLIAM AND MILDRED ZELOSKY
SCHOLARSHIP
Research that aims at verifying why women’s
chronic homelessness remains hidden:
women experiencing domestic violence use
women’s services for prolonged periods
of time but are not counted as homeless.
Women avoid rough sleeping and shelters
for fear of their safety, they rely instead on
informal social support. The project will
use political intersectionality concept to
answer the following questions: How are DV
programs race-sensitive? How are Housingled programs gender- and race-sensitive?

Polish Studies
SMOLEN-WAWRZUSISZYN
MAGDALENA, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at The John Paul II
Catholic University of Lublin
5M Teaching Fellowship – U
 NIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
$15,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
The course focuses on explanation of
the broadly understood Polish culture: its
contemporary shape in the context of historical
conditions, including selected European and

global aspects. Course-specific thematic
scopes include: 1. Poland and Polish culture
and language as a part of Slavic civilization.
2. Poland and Polish culture in the context
of Mediterranean culture. 3. The way to
independent Poland. 4. Communist Poland.
5. Post-1989 Poland – European and global
context. 6. Jews in Polish history and culture. 7.
Polish national mentality and identity – past and
present. 8. Great Poles – in Polish, European
and world history, culture and science.

Science
BARCZAK MARIUSZ, PH.D.
Assistant professor at Maria CurieSklodowska University in Lublin
4M fellowship – NEW YORK CITY COLLEGE
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
CHEMISTRY: A research into the effect of
ultramicropore distribution on gravimetric
capacitance of nanoporous carbons, with
Professor Teresa J. Bandosz Ph.D. D.Sc.
DOBOSZ ALEXANDRA, M.SC. PH.D.
Student at Institute of Metallurgy and Materials
Science of Polish Academy of Sciences
5M grant – NC STATE UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
$3,000 – THE T. SENDZIMIR FUND
MATERIALS SCIENCE: Ms. Dobosz during
her Ph.D. studies plans to use the liquid metals
to create devices like sensors, that could be
stretchable and exhibit self-healing properties.
The results will have a chance to be published
in electronic and materials engineering
journals, as well as to be presented at
international conferences.

KOTKOWIAK MICHAL, PH.D.
Research Associate at Faculty of Technical
Physics, Poznan University of Technology
4M fellowship – T
 EXAS CHRISTIAN
UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – T
 HADDEUS F. BRYZINSKI AND
GENEVIEVE M. PONIATOWSKIBRYZINSKI FUND
PHYSICS-NANOTECHNOLOGY: A study
into design and tailor plasmonic platform for
metal enhanced fluorescence (nanoplatform)
using Langmuir technique for practical
biomedical diagnostics.
LATKA JERZY, PH.D.
Researcher at Faculty of Architecture
Wroclaw University of Science and Technology
4M fellowship – W
 ASHINGTON STATE
UNIVERSITY
$12,000 – J AN PAUL ZALESKI MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
ARCHITECTURE: Research on the possible
ways to use the low-cost and eco-friendly
materials in the production of emergency
shelters for homeless people, refugees or the
victim of natural disasters, with Mona Ghandi,
Assistant Professor of Architecture.
MAKINIA JACEK, PH.D.
Professor at Gdansk University of Technology
3M fellowship – COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
$8,000 – T
 HADDEUS F. BRYZINSKI AND
GENEVIEVE M. PONIATOWSKIBRYZINSKI FUND
$1,000 – THE EMIL AND ZOFIA
CHROBOCZEK SCHOLARSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING: The
aim of the project is to characterize and
model the complete oxidation of ammonia to
nitrate (COMAMMOX) process. Mathematical
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modeling and simulation will be used in order
to understand relationships between the
microbial reactors as well as to optimize the
operational conditions in terms of nitrogen
removal efficiencies.

OLESZKIEWICZ WITOLD, M.SC., PH.D.
Student, Teaching and Research Assistant
at Warsaw University of Technology
5M grant – NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
$14,000 – VICTORIA KOKERNAK FUND

NAKIELSKI PAWEL, PH.D.
Assistant Professor at Institute of
Fundamental Technological Research PAS
3M fellowship – C
 EDARS-SINAI MEDICAL
CENTER, ORTHOPEDIC
STEM CELL RESEARCH LAB
$8,000 – T. SENDZIMIR FUND
$1,000 – THE IRENE BUYNOSKI FUND
BIOENGINEERING: The research into the
formation of micrometer size scaffolds with
the use of electro spun nanofibers. This
cell-scaffold construct will be part of the
treatment of patients with chronic back pain
and means for other treatment methods, e.g.
as a drug release system.
NAWROT ROBERT, PH.D., D.SC.
Assistant Professor at Adam Mickiewicz
University in Poznan
4M fellowship – T
 HE UNIVERSITY OF
NORTHERN CAROLINA
$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
BIOLOGY: Study into the identification of
novel peptides with antimicrobial, antiviral
and/or anticancer properties from extracts of
medicinal plant Chelidonium majus (Greater
Celandine) using the PepSAVI-MS (statistically
guided bioactive peptides prioritized via
mass spectrometry) pipeline to understand its
biological mechanism of action, with Leslie M.
Hicks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor.

$1,000 – T. SENDZIMIR FUND
COMPUTER SCIENCE: The purpose of the
study is to build better neural networks for
breast cancer exam classification, which can
help radiologists and many women in the US
and around the world. Will apply an end-toend (E2E) model, a fully differentiable deep
neural networks for simultaneous image
classification and segmentation.
PAKULSKI PAWEL, M.SC.
Ph.D. student at Jagiellonian University
5M grant – MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
$7,000 – DRS. RICHARD AND CATHERINE
PASKOWSKI SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$6,000 – FELIKS AND HARRIET BASISTA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$2,000 – T. SENDZIMIR FUND
CHEMISTRY: The research to obtain and
characterize new molecular magnetic
materials based on organic dioxothiadiazolebased ligands of my invention and lanthanide
ions (Tb, Y, Gd, Dy, Er). The study will focus on
the preparation of lanthanide complexes as
extended coordination frameworks involving
the mentioned building blocks.
PELS KATARZYNA, M.SC.
Ph.D. student at Nencki Institute of
Experimental Biology
5M grant – T
 HE JACKSON LABORATORY
FOR GENOMIC MEDICINE
$14,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
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NEUROBIOLOGY: Research into the
pathogenesis of the major depression. Ms.
Pels will study the changes in the chromatin
organization within the cell nucleus, which
the prominent factor influencing the longterm brain plasticity and disease using
ChIA-PET (Chromatin Interaction Analysis
by Paired-End Tag Sequencing) techinque
invented by Prof. Yijun Ruan at the Jackson
Laboratory for Genomic Medicine.
PODOBAS EWA, PH.D.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Senior Lecturer at
University of Warsaw, Institute of Genetics
and Biotechnology
4M fellowship – Y
 ALE UNIVERSITY, CHEMICAL
BIOLOGY INSTITUTE
$7,000 – T. SENDZIMIR FUND
$5,000 – THE EUGENIA AND JERZY
PIORKOWSKI POST-GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIP FUND
BIOCHEMISTRY: A research to initiate
peptidomics analysis for cell lines commonly
used in autophagy research (K-562, HeLa,
HEK-293). Experiments will involve approaches
to assess expression of sORFs in autophagy,
as well as proteomics-based identification of
corresponding sPEPs. These studies will be
carried out in collaboration with Sarah Slavoff
(Yale University, Department of Chemistry,
Institute of Chemical Biology), who is an expert
in the field of small peptide proteomics.
URUSKA ALEKSANDRA, PH.D., D.SC.
Associated Professor at Poznan University
of Medical Sciences
3M fellowship – U
 T SOUTHWESTERN
MEDICAL CENTER
$5,000 – A
 NTONI S. AND IRENA
REPECZKO SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$4,000 – DR. JOHN A. CETNAROWSKICETNER FUND

MEDICINE: The aim of the project is to assess
the influence of training on the function of HDL
among adults with T1DM. The study group will
be 90 adults with T1DM randomly assigned
to the group with and without 12 weeks of
training intervention recruited in Poland.
Aerobic physical fitness will be measured by
assessment of VO2max during incremental
exercise. The assessment of CEC with 2
methods will be performed in the US.
WEIDNER EWELINA, M.SC.
Ph.D. student at Poznan University
of Technology
3M grant – KENT STATE UNIVERSITY

brain slices and retinas. Once a vitrification
procedure for animal tissue is developed, it
could be adapted to human tissue, opening
the possibility of broader use of material
obtained from deceased donors or following
neurosurgery for experimentation.
WYSOCKI BARTLOMIEJ, PH.D.
Researcher at Warsaw University of Technology
5M fellowship – Y
 OUNGSTOWN STATE
UNIVERSITY
$8,000 – J AN PAUL ZALESKI MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$7,000 – ALFRED TARSKI SCHOLARSHIP

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY: The main
objective of the study is to obtain a
new generation of functional, inorganic
materials based on inorganic oxides with
well-developed surface area, porosity
and morphology that may found multiple
applications i.e. in catalysis, adsorption or
electrochemistry and to develop novel
functional materials that combine structural
properties of inorganic oxides together with
unique properties of different type of metals.

MATERIALS SCIENCE: The Selective Laser
Melting (SLM) is one of the 3D printing
techniques where metallic powders are
used for economically beneficial production
of personalized implants or industrial parts
with complex shapes impossible to obtain
by conventional manufacturing methods.
The aim of the project is to develop SLM
process parameters for materials, which
are still not commercially available on the
market. The results of the project will enable
the implementation of industrially important
research threads and long-term scientific
cooperation between Polish and American
research units.

WROBEL BORYS, PH.D. D.SC.
Professor at Adam Mickiewicz University
in Poznan

ZELGA PIOTR, MD, PH.D.
Senior Assistant in Surgery, Medical
University of Lodz

4M fellowship – OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY

4M fellowship – HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL

$3,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND

$12,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND

$7,000 – FELIKS AND HARRIET BASISTA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
$2,000 – MARIA SKLODOWSKA-CURIE FUND

FAMELAB Award
SIELSKA-BADUREK EWELINA, MD
Assistant Professor at Medical University
of Warsaw
3M fellowship – WEILL CORNELL MEDICINE
$9,000 – THE STANISLAS CHYLINSKI FUND
MEDICINE: A study into the actions that
accompany the multidimensional phenomenon
of voice production. The aim of the project:
1. The parametrization of vocal fold vibration
in females and males in different ages, in
different pitches and voice intensity. 2. Voice
registers – differences in vocal fold vibration
3. The acoustic analysis of voice samples in
normoglycemia, hypo- and hyperglycemia.

The KF Student
Exchange
In Cooperation with Polish American Freedom Foundation

AVDIUSHCHENKO ANNA, PH.D.
Associate Professor, Jagiellonian University
3M fellowship – COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
$9,000 – IRENE FREES FUND

$9,000 – T. SENDZIMIR FUND
BIOTECHNOLOGY: The aim of the Fellowship
is to address the cost and ethical concerns
associated with the use of laboratory
animals, by developing a simple and
efficient procedure for vitrification of rodent

MEDICINE/SURGERY: A study into
improving survival, clinical and patientrelated outcomes after high acuity
hepatopancreatic biliary surgery based
on customized treatment algorithms and
individual risk assessment.

ECONOMY: The main purpose of the
research is to examine the status of
institutional support for circular economy
in American cities and to identify the
applicability of best practices in the U.S. to
CE-based local development policies in
Poland. This will be conducted via desktop
research, case studies, and in-depth
interviews with local policymakers involved in
circular economy development in U.S. cities.
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EXCHANGE PROGRAMS TO POLAND

T

he Kosciuszko Foundation’s Exchange Program to Poland
provides U.S. citizens with opportunities to conduct research
at various universities in Poland and to study Polish at the
Jagiellonian University, Center for Polish Language and Culture in
the World.
Candidates in these programs receive joint funding from the National
Agency for Academic Exchange (NAWA) and additional funding
from the Kosciuszko Foundation. NAWA provides a monthly stipend
of 1,600 zloty per month for housing and living expenses for both
programs. Students in the Year Abroad program receive a tuition
waiver at the discretion of the Rector of the Jagiellonian University.
In addition to funding from NAWA, the Foundation provides each
candidate with subsidies for living expenses. Graduate/Postgraduate
candidates receive $300 per month from the Kosciuszko Foundation
for the approved period of studies/research not to exceed nine months.
Awards are made for periods ranging from one to nine months.
Year Abroad candidates receive subsidies of $900 per semester, from
the Kosciuszko Foundation - awards are made for one semester or a

full academic year. The Foundation may award funding to alternate
candidates when first choice candidates do not accept awards/
complete the stated number of months of research/studies.
Kosciuszko Foundation funding for academic year Fall 2020-Spring
2021 for the Studies and Research program is $11,100 and the Year
Abroad program is $9,900. Funding will be provided from the Dr.
Stanislaw A. and Mrs. Anita M.K. Milewski Fund and The Ted and
Walter Wysocki Scholarship Fund.
Graduate/Postgraduate candidates must provide a clear and welldefined proposal for their study and research projects and must submit
an invitation from the Polish educational institution where their studies
and research projects are to be conducted. Year Abroad applicants
submit an essay that demonstrates motivation for learning Polish and
how it is related to their educational and professional goals.
All applications for Exchanges Programs to Poland were screened
for completeness and eligibility by the Kosciuszko Foundation’s
Grants Department and approved by President and Executive
Director, Marek Skulimowski.

THE YEAR ABROAD PROGRAM

JAGIELLONIAN UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR POLISH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE IN THE WORLD 2020/2021
FUNDED FROM THE TED AND WALTER WYSOCKI SCHOLARSHIP FUND
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AMOUNT

RECIPIENT’S NAME

SUBJECT OF STUDY

SEMESTER

$1,800

COLYER ISABEL,
of Richmond, VA,

undergraduate senior majoring in Political Science.
at Saint Louis University, expected May 2021

Fall 2020/
Spring 2021

$1,800

ABRAMSON HANA,
of Atlanta, GA,

undergraduate senior majoring in Jewish Studies
at McGill University, expected May 2021

Fall 2020/
Spring 2021

$1,800

PHILLIPS ANNA,
of Boone, NC,

undergraduate senior majoring in Hispanic Linguistics
at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, expected May 2020

Fall 2020/
Spring 2021

$1,800

HERRUD NICHOLAS,
of Spring Hill, TN,

B.A. in History
at Austin Peay State University, expected May 2020

Fall 2020/
Spring 2021
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$900

SAM BUSH,
of Cumming, GA,

B.A. in Journalism & Mass Communication,
Samford University, AL. Transfer from academic year 2019/2020,
due to COVID-19 pandemic

Fall 2020

$1,800

KLATKA KAROLINA,
of Rock Springs, WY,

B.A. in Dance and B.Sc. in Environmental System Sciences
at University of Wyoming, expected May 2020

Fall 2020/
Spring 2021

GRADUATE/POSTGRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH IN POLAND 2020/2021
AMOUNT

RECIPIENT’S NAME

FUND

$2,700
9 months

ZECHENTER KATARZYNA, Ph.D.
DR. STANISLAW A.
in Slavic Literature from University
AND MRS. ANITA
of Michigan Ann Arbor, Lecturer
M.K. MILEWSKI
at UCL School of Slavonic and
.
East European Studies		
			

SUBJECT OF STUDY
To research contemporary (1976-2016) Polish fiction
focusing on Polish-Jewish themes with Prof. Eugenia
Prokop-Janiec at the Jagiellonian University from October
2020 to the end of the academic year in June 2021.
Additional research will be conducted in Warsaw
University Library and in Jewish Historic Institute in Warsaw.

$2,100
7 months

CHRISTIAN GRIFFITH, B.A.
in History and Philosophy
from Wheeling Jesuit University.

THE TED AND
Pursuing Trans-Atlantic Dual Master’s Program: History
WALTER WYSOCKI
and International Security. To complete second half of
SCHOLARSHIP	his Dual Degree Program by studying Security Studies at
Collegium Civitas, Warsaw Poland from September 28, 2020
through May, 2020

$900
3 months

BOCZKOWSKA EWELINA, Ph.D.
THE TED AND
To research a monograph on émigré composer Jerzy
in Musicology from UCLA,
WALTER WYSOCKI
Fitelberg in affiliation with the Institute of Art Polish
Associate Professor at
SCHOLARSHIP
Academy of Sciences, from April 1, 2021 through June
Youngstown University 		30, 2021. Additional research will be conducted at the Warsaw
University Library, the National Library of Poland.

$2,700
9 months

GOODMAN-DAVIS RACHEL,
a fourth-year graduate student at
Warsaw University of Life Sciences

THE TED AND
WALTER WYSOCKI
SCHOLARSHIP

$2,700
9 months

MORRIS TAYLOR, M.A.
Film and Media Studies
from Columbia University.

THE TED AND
To research the thematics and aesthetics of “essayistic discourse”
WALTER WYSOCKI
in modernist Polish literature and cinema with Prof. Maria
SCHOLARSHIP	Tarnogorska at the University of Wroclaw. Additional research
will be conducted in conjunction with contacts in the Lodz.

To continue full-time veterinary studies.
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TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS 2020-2021
TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS AND SCHOLARHIPS
ADMINISTRERED ON BEHALF OF OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS FOR ACADEMICYEAR 2020-2021

W

e are happy to present to you the names of the winners of
Kosciuszko Foundation’s Tuition Scholarship Program for
academic year 2020-2021. Scholarship awards are made
to Americans of Polish descent, primarily for graduate studies in
the United States and to students who are beginning or continuing
4-year programs in medicine in Poland.
A small number of scholarships are awarded to undergraduate
students. These are primarily awarded from the Jeannette Nieciecka
Fund and the Massachusetts Federation of Polish Women’s Clubs
to eligible New Jersey and Massachusetts residents respectively.
Scholarships for undergraduate studies are also made to eligible
members of the Polish American Club of North Jersey and the
Polish National Alliance of Brooklyn, USA, Inc., whose funds are

Tuition
Scholarship
Programs
2020/2021
at a glance

administered by the Kosciuszko Foundation. In addition, the Drs.
James and Wanda Trefil Scholarship is awarded to an outstanding
undergraduate student who is majoring in the natural sciences,
for example: chemistry, biology, physics, astronomy, Earth science,
microbiology, zoology, etc.
The Tuition Scholarship awards are competitive and are based on
academic excellence with a minimum GPA of 3.0 (a 3.5 minimum
GPA is required for the Drs. James and Wanda Trefil Scholarship) and
involvement in the Polish American community. Financial need is
taken into consideration and applicants must provide documentation
proving Polish ancestry.
This year, a total of 97 students will receive scholarship funding via
the Kosciuszko Foundation’s Tuition Scholarship Program. The total
dollar amount expected to be spent for studies in academic year
Fall 2020/Spring 2021 is $303,250.
*PLEASE NOTE all fund allocations are subject to change.

GRADUATE STUDIES SCHOLARSHIPS
Tuitions for studies in the United States and medical studies in Poland
TOTAL

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES SCHOLARSHIPS
Massachusetts Federation of Polish Women’s Clubs Scholarship

$1,250

Jeanette K. Nieciecka Scholarship

$7,500

Polish American Club of North Jersey Scholarship

$3,000

Polish National Alliance of Brooklyn, USA, Inc. Scholarship

$2,000

Drs. James and Wanda Trefil Scholarship in the Natural Sciences

$5,000

TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL
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$284, 500

$18,750

$303,250

KAZIMIERA ADRIAN
ADRIANOWSKA
SCHOLARSHIP
KWAK, ANGELIKA
of Oak Lawn, IL
for second year of dual degree
studies in Medicine and Public
Health, Loyola Stritch School of
Medicine, Maywood, IL. $5,500

THE LEON A. AND PAT
BABULA SCHOLARSHIP
HAYWARD, SOPHIA
of Chicopee, MA
for third year of doctoral studies
in Nursing Practice – Family
Nurse Practitioner, Our Lady of
the Elms College, Chicopee, MA.
$3,500
KAPOLKA, ANNA
of Garfield, NJ
for first year of graduate studies
in Public Health, Yale University,
New Haven, CT. $4,000
KRZESAJ, PATRYK
of Monroe, NY
for second year of studies in
Medicine, State University of
New York Downstate College of
Medicine, Brooklyn, NY. $4,500
POTERAJ, ANNA
of Shelton, CT
for second year of studies in
Medicine, Quinnipiac University,
North Haven, CT. $5,000
SKALNA, MARTYNA
of Los Angeles, CA
for first year of graduate studies
in Business Administration,
University of California, Los
Angeles, CA. $5,000

MARY B. CALKA
SCHOLARHIP
KUZNIEWSKI, KELSEY
of Pittsburgh, PA
for first year of graduate studies
in Social Work, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. $1,000
MAGNUSON, RACHEL
of South Hadley, MA
for first year of advanced
studies in Social Work, St.
Mary’s University of Minnesota,
Winona, MN. $2,000

TADEUSZ AND IRENA
CIEPLAK SCHOLARSHIP
GUGALA, AGNIESZKA
of San Francisco, CA
for first year of graduate studies
in Business Administration,
University of California,
Berkeley, CA. $5,000
KOLYSZKO, ALEXANDER
of Chicago, IL
for second year of graduate
studies in Classical Performance
– Bass Voice, Roosevelt
University, Chicago, IL. $2,000

SOFIA DEMBIA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
GLINSKI, HELEN TERESA
of Philadelphia, PA
for third year of graduate studies
in Law, Temple University,
Philadelphia, PA. $5,000
GROSZKIEWICZ, ABIGAIL
of Walker, MI
for first year of studies in
Medicine, University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, OH. $4,000

KONIECZNY, KRISTEN
of Havertown, PA
for second year of doctoral
studies in Physical Therapy,
University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA. $4,000

McNEW, RAVEN AGATA
of College Station, TX
for third year of doctoral studies in
Exercise Physiology, Texas A&M
University, College Station, TX.
$3,000

ORZECHOWSKI, KAMILA
of Whethersfield, CT
for third year of graduate studies
in Pharmacy, University of St.
Joseph, Hartford, CT. $3,500

MILLAR, AGATA
of Seattle, WA
for second year of doctoral
studies in Nursing Practice –
Adult Gerontology, Seattle Pacific
University, Seattle, WA. $3,000

SEKULA, NICOLE
of Lexington, MA
for second year of studies in
Medicine, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, MI. $2,000
WALCZUK, SAMANTHA
of Bartlett, IL
for fourth year of graduate
studies in Pharmacy, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI. $5,000

DR. DZIEJMA
SCHOLARSHIP
MAAS, MADELEINE
of Ridgewood, NJ
for fourth year of graduate
studies in Dental Surgery, Touro
College, Hawthorne, NY. $2,500

SOPHIA GRODZICKA
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
KOLCZ, BARTLOMIEJ
of Newington, CT
for second year of doctoral
studies in Physical Therapy,
University of Hartford, West
Hartford, Ct. $3,000

SEMPRUCH, ALAN
of Rutherford, NJ
for first year of graduate studies
in Computer Science, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA.
$3,000
ZACHWIEJA, ZANETA
of Elmwood Park, NJ
for second year of graduate
studies in Physical Therapy, Seton
Hall University, Nutley, NJ. $2,000

EDWIN I. HARASIMOWICZ
SCHOLARSHIP TRUST FUND
BOROWCZAK, MAYA
of Upper Saddle River, NJ
for second year of studies
in Osteopathic Medicine,
Rowan School of Osteopathic
Medicine, Stratford, NJ. $2,000
DESHER, KALEY
of Cummings, GA
for third year of studies in
Medicine, University of Texas
Southwestern, Dallas, TX.
$2,500
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TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS 2020-2021 –

ANTHONY AND
ROZALIA IRACKI
SCHOLARSHIP
GRUSZCZYNSKI, JULIE
of Des Plaines, IL
for second year of graduate
studies in Clinical Medical
Sciences - Physician Assistant,
Barry University, Miami, FL. $3,000

WITOLD KAWECKI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SCHAEFER, CATHERINE
of St. Paul, MN
for second year of graduate
studies in Psychology,
University of Minnesota, St.
Paul, MN. $2,000
WINIARZ, KRISTIAN
of Hockessin, DE
for third year of doctoral studies
in Clinical Psychology and Health
Care Management, Widener
University, Chester, PA. $2,000

JOHN C. KIERZKOWSKI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
GARBOS, MARCEL
of Clifton Park, NY
for seventh year of doctoral studies
in History, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA. $2,000
GAWLICK, NATASZA
of Newton, MA
for second year of doctoral
studies in Germanic and Slavic
Languages and Literatures,
Carolina-Duke Graduate Program,
University of North Carolina and
Duke University, Chapel Hill and
Durham, NC. $2,000
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KF SCHOLARSHIP
BADON, KEVIN
of Chicago, IL
for second year of graduate
studies in Public Policy, University
of Chicago, Chicago, IL. $4,000
KOBYLINSKI, MATTHEW
of Salinas, CA
for first year of studies in
Medicine, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, HI. $5,000

STAN LESNY
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
LIPUMA, SARAH
of Forked River, NJ
for second year of graduate
studies in Coastal Environmental
Management, Duke University,
Durham, NC. $5,000
MIGA, PATRICK
of Lisle, IL
for first year of doctoral studies in
Aerospace Engineering, University
of Colorado, Boulder, CO. $3,000
WERSOCKI, EDWARD
of Cambridge, MA
for third year of graduate
studies in Computer Science,
Northeastern University, Boston,
MA. $2,500

FLOYD AND IRENE
MCKAIN / JOHN AND HELEN
GENZA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CHORZEPA, CHRISTOPHER of
Berlin, CT
for second year of graduate
studies in Law, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI. $6,000

LERNER, MARIAN
of Westerville, OH
for second year of graduate
studies in Visual Arts, Columbus
College of Art and Design,
Columbus, OH. $4,000
NELSON, PAULA
of Wisconsin Dells, WI
for second year of graduate
studies in Multimedia,
Photography and Design, S.I.
Newhouse School of Public
Communications, Syracuse
University, Syracuse, NY. $1,000
SZUPINSKA-MYERS, JOANNA
of Los Angeles, CA
for fourth year of graduate
studies in Art History, University
of California, Los Angeles, CA.
$2,000

REV. PAUL J. MISKOWICZ
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
PIETRAS, CAMILLA
of Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
for third year of graduate studies
in Communication Sciences
and Disorders, Montclair State
University, Montclair, NJ. $1,000
GROCHOWSKI, ALEXON
of Brooklyn, NY
for second year of graduate
studies in International Finance
and Economic Policy, Columbia
University, New York, NY. $2,000

MIZWA SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
WOJTOWICZ, DAVID
of Seymour, CT
for second year of doctoral
studies in Physical Therapy,
University of Hartford, CT. $4,000

NATIONAL MEDICAL
AND DENTAL
FORTNA, SARAH
of Fleetwood, PA
for second year of studies in
Medicine, University at Buffalo,
Buffalo, NY. $1,500

JEANETTE K.
NIECIECKA FUND
BORAWSKA, EMILIA
of Bayonne, NJ
for freshman year of
undergraduate studies in
Nursing, Felician University,
Parsippany, NJ. $3,500
ZALEWSKI, IZABELLA
of Woodcliff Lake, NJ
for junior year of undergraduate
studies in Global Business,
Fordham University, New York,
NY. $2,000
SWATOWSKI, ISABEL
of Edison, NJ
for sophomore year of
undergraduate studies in
Business Analytics and
Information Technology and
Supply Chain Management,
Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, NJ. $2,000

THE JOSEPH NOWAK
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
ZABIELSKI, CLAUDIA
of Garfield, NJ
for third year of doctoral studies
in Physical Therapy, Kean
University, Union, NJ. $1,500
ZAK, ANNA
of Brooklyn, NY
for third year of graduate studies
in Education – Curriculum and
Instruction, St. John’s University,
Queens, NY. $2,000
ZBOREK, ELIZABETH
of Chicago, IL
for third year of studies in
Osteopathic Medicine, Lake Erie
College of Osteopathic Medicine,
Bradenton, FL. $4,000

THE DR. EDWARD AND
MARIA NOWICKI MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
GASIOR, JULIA
of Malverne, PA
for first year of studies in Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA. $5,000
HAMPTON, JESSICA
of Ossining, NY
for second year of studies in
Medicine, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA. $5,000
LUNA, ALESSANDRO
of McLean, VA
for third year of studies in
Medicine, Columbia University,
New York, NY. $3,000

SHABO, MICHELLE
of Spencer, MA
for fourth year of studies
in Medicine, University of
Massachusetts, Worcester, MA.
$4,000

STELLA PINSKA-KEENE
TRUST
COLADARCI, RICHARD
of Concord, NH
for third year of doctoral
studies in Higher Education
Administration and Leadership,
Plymouth State University,
Plymouth, NH. $3,000

POLISH HERITAGE
SOCIETY FUND OF
CONNECTICUT
MORAN, ALICIA
of West Hartford, CT
for first year of graduate studies in
Occupational Therapy, Quinnipiac
University, Hamden, CT. $3,500

DR. IRENE S. PYSZKOWSKI
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
WEGEMER, CHRISTOPHER
of Irvine, CA
for fifth year of doctoral studies
in Education, University of
California, Irvine, CA. $2,000

ARTHUR AND HALINA
RODZINSKI ORCHESTRAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
BROZEK, JOSEPH
of Belchertown, MA
for second year of graduate
studies in Trumpet Performance

and Music Education,
Northwestern University,
Evanston, IL. $4,000

MICHALINA, KAZIMIERZ,
JOSEF AND HENRY
ROKICKI MEMORIAL
PLICHTA, NATALIA
of Chicago, IL
for first year of studies in Law,
Chicago-Kent College of Law,
Chicago, IL. $5,000

THE ARTHUR AND
GENEVIEVE ROTH
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SIELEWICZ, ROMAN
of Berkely, CA
for second year of graduate
studies in Business Analytics,
University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, CA. $2,500
TIMMERMAN, MICHELLE
of Brooklyn, NY
for first year of graduate studies
in Business Administration,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA.
$4,000

E.J. SCOTT FUND
BELINA, MORGAN
of Boston, MA
for third year of studies in
Medicine, Duke University,
Durham, NC. $ 3,500
RAY, ANGELA
of Chicago, IL
for fourth year of studies in
Medicine, University of Illinois,
Chicago, IL. $4,000

EDWARD C. SMITH
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
ACKIEWICZ, CAROLINE
of Leola, PA
for second year of graduate
studies in Library and Information
Science, University of Maryland,
College Park, MD. $3,000
DANDREA, KAYE
of Lakeville, MA
for first year of studies in
Osteopathic Medicine,
University of New England,
Biddeford, ME. $3,000

RICHARD SOBIERAJ
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
CIESLAR, OLIVIA
of Westwood, NJ
for third year of doctoral studies
in Physical Therapy, Wheeling
University, Wheeling, WV. $4,500
WASIK-SMIETANA, AGNIESZKA
of Newtown, MA
for first year of studies in
Dentistry (Advanced Standing),
Boston University, Boston, MA.
$7,000
ROWAN, ALEKSANDRA
of Ridgewood, NY
for first year of graduate studies
in Nursing, Columbia University,
New York, NY. $1,000
ZALESKA, MONIKA
of Brooklyn, NY
for third year of doctoral studies
in Comparative Literature (Polish
Studies), CUNY Graduate
Center, New York, NY. $1,500
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ALBERT SPIEZNY
JOURNALISM
SCHOLARSHIP

(biochemistry), Kalamazoo
College, Kalamazoo, MI. $5,000

GLODOWSKI, AMANDA
of Staten Island, NY
for second year of graduate
studies in Journalism –
Business and Economics
Reporting and Data Journalism,
Craig Newmark Graduate
School of Journalism CUNY,
New York, NY. $2,500

MICHAEL TWAROWSKI
FUND

HELFAND, RAPHAEL
of Brooklyn, NY
for second year of graduate
studies in Journalism – Cultural
Reporting and Criticism, New
York University, New York, NY.
$2,500
ORBACH, JONATHAN
of Potomac, MD
for first year of graduate
studies in Journalism, Columbia
University, New York, NY. $5,000

JEROME AND MARY
STRAKA SCHOLARSHIP
MASTALERZ, JUSTYNA
of Chicago, IL
for second year of graduate
studies in Pharmacy, University
of Illinois, Chicago, IL. $3,000

DRS. JAMES
AND WANDA TREFIL
SCHOLARSHIP IN THE
NATURAL SCIENCES
BARTOLIK, ALEKSANDRA of
Waukegan, IL
for junior year of undergraduate
studies in Chemistry
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KAMINSKI, IAN
of Henderson, NV
for second year of studies in
Violin Performance, University
of the Redlands, Redlands, CA.
$2,000
BRONCHARD, ROBERT
of Brooklyn, NY
for third year of doctoral
studies in Classical Piano and
Pedagogy, University of Miami,
Coral Gables, FL. $2,500

THE JOSEPHINE WALL
AND IGNATIUS WALL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
BACZYNSKI, ALEXANDRA
of Chicago, IL
for second year of studies in
Medicine, University of Illinois,
Chicago, IL. $5,000
BAK, PAULINA
of Denver, CO
for second year of doctoral
studies in Leadership for
Educational Equity, University of
Colorado, Denver, CO. $1,500
OLSZEWSKI, JAKUB
of Stevens Point, WI
for first year of graduate studies in
Speech and Language Pathology,
University of Wisconsin, Stevens
Point, WI. $2,000

VANDAGRIFF, CORINNE
of Oakland, CA
for first year of graduate studies
in Child Life Education, Bank
Street School of Education,
New York, NY. $2,000

THE WASIL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
IWUC, STASIA
of Orlando, FL
for second year of graduate
studies in Prosthetics and
Orthotics, Baylor College,
Houston, TX. $3,000
ROGALSKA, ANNA
of San Antonio, TX
for fourth year of studies in
Medicine, University of the
Incarnate Word, San Antonio,
TX. $6,000
SAJDLOWSKA, JOANNA
of Rocky Hill, CT
for third year of studies
in Osteopathic Medicine,
University of New England,
Biddeford, ME. $5,000

TED AND WALTER
WYSOCKI SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
RAK, JOANNA
of Cannon City, CO
for third year of studies in
Medicine, Jagiellonian University
Medical College, Krakow, Poland.
$2,000
SOKOLOWSKA, GABRIELA
of Carol Stream, IL
for first year of Medical studies,
Medical University of Bialystock,
Bialystok, Poland. $2,000

THE JAN PAUL ZALESKI
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
FUND
POPE, ALLISON
of McMinnville, OR
for final year of studies in
Architecture, University of
Oregon, Eugene, OR. $1,500

THE ADELINE
AND WALTER
ZACHARIASIEWICZ
JOURNALISM
SCHOLARSHIP
CICHOCKI, KAROL
of New York, NY
for second year of graduate
studies in Literary Reportage,
New York University, New York,
NY. $2,000

DR. MARIE E.
ZAKRZEWSKA MEDICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
TELMA, KATHERINE
of West Lebanon, NH
for second year of studies in
Medicine, Dartmouth University,
Dartmouth, NH. $3,500

ZIELINSKI FAMILY
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
BOCHEN, CHRISTOPHER
of Montville, NJ
for third year of doctoral studies
in Physical Therapy, Rutgers
University, Newark, NJ. $4,000

CWALINA, THOMAS
of Sewickley, PA
for second year of graduate
studies in Medicine, Case
Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH. $5,000

MATWIEJCZUK, ANGELICA
of Airmont, N
for first year of graduate studies
in Clinical Medical Sciences
(Physican Assistant), St. John’s
University, Queens, NY. $2,000

FAFARA, THOMAS
of Alexandria, VA
for third year of graduate studies
in Law, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA. $3,500

MASSACHUSETTS
FEDERATION OF POLISH
WOMEN’S CLUBS
SCHOLARSHIPS

GAYESKI, JOSEPH
of Cheshire, CT
for first year of graduate studies
in Diplomacy and International
Relations, Yale University, New
Haven, CT. $4,000

LESINSKI, ISABELLA
of Rowley, MA
for junior year of undergraduate
studies in Biology and Marine
Science, University of Tampa, FL.
$1,250

POLISH AMERICAN
CLUB OF NORTH JERSEY
GARDINIER, DAVID
of Sarasota, FL
for senior year of
undergraduate studies in
Nutrition (Dietetics), University
of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
$1,200
MCCORMACK, EMILIA of
Westfield, NJ
for junior year of undergraduate
studies in Biology, Nova
Southeastern University, Fort
Lauderdale, FL. $1,000

NICKLAS, SAMANTHA
of River Vale, NJ
for sophomore year of
undergraduate studies in
Economics, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, SC. $800

POLISH NATIONAL
ALLIANCE OF BROOKLYN,
USA, INC..
OLKO, MARGARET
of Brooklyn, NY
for sophomore year of
undergraduate studies in
Adolescent Education and
English, University at Buffalo,
Buffalo, NY. $2,000

Proud to Support

THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION’S MISSION
to foster Polish – American scientific exchange
EWA RADWANSKA, MD, PHD
Trustee

KF PAST CULTURAL EVENTS
Full house and
complete silence during
the Chopin recital by
TAKESHI NAGAYASU,
2019 KF Chopin Piano
Competition Winner
held at the Foundation
on JANUARY 29, 2020
Over 150 guests
attended LIFE
IN IMAGES – a
retrospective
exhibition of works
and presentation by
JANUSZ KAPUSTA, an
illustrator, painter, and
set designer whose works are in the collections of many museums and
galleries around the world, including the MOMA. – FEBRUARY 11, 2020
A very informative and
as always entertaining
presentation
by ANDRZEJ
KRAKOWSKI on how
Polish filmmakers
made internationally
acclaimed movies
in times of raging censorship in communist Poland of 1960s. –
FEBRUARY 20, 2020
A Symposium JAN
SAWKA: THE PLACE OF
MEMORY (The Memory of
Place), scheduled to take
place on March 29 at the
Foundation, was one of the
first events that had be cancelled due to Covid-19. However, the online
symposium, premiered on MAY 2, 2020 is available on YouTube.

Check out our YouTube channel www.YouTube/
KosciuszkoTV and our website: www.thekf.org/events to
see the Foundation’s past online events and the upcoming ones.
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Dr. Krystyna Iłłakowicz
(Yale University) and Dr.
Kathleen Cioffi (Princeton
University Press) discuss
the work of TADEUSZ
KANTOR, a seminal
director/visual artist
who exerted a profound influence on
other theater practitioners worldwide.
The lecture premiered on KF YouTube
channel on MAY 28, 2020.
Political scientist and
expert on the PolishAmerican relations,
and former KF grant
recipient, PROF. BOHDAN
SZKLARSKI of the
University of Warsaw and
Weiser Family Distinguished Fellow and
former US Ambassador to Poland DANIEL
FRIED elaborate on the political, economic, cultural, environmental and
security cooperation between Poland and the USA as viewed from the
perspective of each country. The webinar took place on JUNE 11, 2020.
The internationally
renowned chemist,
pharmacologist,
and vision scientist,
PROF. KRZYSZTOF
PALCZEWSKI speaks
on CHEMISTRY AND
BIOLOGY OF VISION, and discusses
visual perception and pharmacological
treatment of patients suffering from
blinding diseases. The webinar was presented on JUNE 23, 2020 as
part of the KF Collegium of the Eminent Scientists Event Series.
August 2020 marked the
centennial of the BATTLE
OF WARSAW (August 1225, 1920), a momentous
event in Europe’s history,
when Poland stopped
Soviet expansion into
Western Europe. A specialist in diplomatic
and political history in the interwar period, DR.
PIOTR PUCHALSKI, examined the role played by the Polish-Soviet
War in determining Western geopolitical aims. The webinar streamed
on AUGUST 28, 2020.
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KF WIENIAWSKI VIOLIN COMPETITION

One of the goals of the

Watch the Competition live on

KF WIENIAWSKI VIOLIN COMPETITION

www.Youtube.com/KosciuszkoTV

was to encourage young musicians to
learn more about Poland’s distinctive

The Competition will be adjudicated

musical heritage by studying the

by a distinguished violinist and former

repertoire of Polish composers. That

member of the NY Philharmonic

goal has been achieved.

Orchestra Hanna Lachert, Grammynominated violinist Robert McDuffie and

Twelve young violinists hailed from the

virtuoso violinist, composer, conductor

USA, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, France,

and concert presenter Mark Pescanov.

Japan and the Philippines will be

Ethan B. Forman
Bayside, NY

Grace Ch. Huh
San Jose, CA

Kristine Clair Uchi Galano
Cincinnati, OH

Olga Kossovich
Grand Forks, ND

studying and mastering the repertoire of

The Competition also honors Henryk

such Polish composers as Wieniawski,

Wieniawski (1835-1880), Poland’s

Szymanowski, Penderecki, Lutoslawski,

legendary violinist and composer,

Bacewicz or Karlowicz to compete for

one of the greatest violinists of the

main prizes offered in the Competition.

Romantic era whom contemporary

Due to the unpredictable trajectory of

critics compared to Niccolò Paganini.

Covid-19, the Competition will be held

Wieniawski entered the Paris

online and each of its three stages will be

Conservatory at the age of 8 and gave

live-streamed on the KF YouTube channel

his first public concert in Paris as a

according to the following schedule:

teenager. Named solo violinist to the

FIRST STAGE:
Saturday, November 21:
11 AM – 2 PM & 4 -7 PM EST
SECOND STAGE:
Sunday, November 22:
10 AM – 2 PM EST

Russian Tsar in 1860, he taught at the
St. Petersburg Conservatory from 18621969 and the Brussels Conservatory
from 1874-1877. His many international
appearances included an American tour
with pianist Anton Rubinstein in 1872.

FINAL STAGE:
Sunday, November 22:
Konrad Kowal
Chicago, IL
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Artem Kozyra
Krakow, Poland

Hana M. Mundiya
Isac E. Park
New York, NY
Commack, NY
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5– 6:30 PM EST

Clara E. Saitkoulov
Sain-Germain-Laye,
France

Konstancja A. Samochin
Lodz, Poland

Whitney A. Takata
Tokyo, Japan

Jessica Q. Wu
College Point, NY

BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING

REAL ESTATE

COMMERCIAL LITIGATION

SCIENTIFIC MISCONDUCT

CONSTRUCTION

GOVERNMENT LAW &
REGULATORY AFFAIRS

CONSUMER PROTECTION &
REGULATORY DEFENSE

INSURANCE COVERAGE & RISK
MANAGEMENT

STUDENT DEFENSE

ENERGY & UTILITIES

INTERNAL INVESTIGATIONS

FALSE CLAIMS ACT &
WHISTLEBLOWERS

LABOR & EMPLOYMENT

FINANCIAL SERVICES

NON-PROFIT

TITLE IX
WEALTH PRESERVATION
WHITE COLLAR DEFENSE &
GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATIONS

BUILDING SUCCESS

Proud to support the
KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
and its good work.
Marian A. Kornilowicz
mak@cohenseglias.com
www.cohenseglias.com

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

P E N N S Y LVA N I A

NEW JERSEY

N E W YO R K

D E L AWA R E

WA S H I N GT O N , D C

K E N T U C KY

HER STORY

Legacy of Extraordinary Polish Women
A
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C
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ugust 2020 marked the 100th anniversary of the
passage of the 19th Amendment to the US Constitution,
guaranteeing and protecting women’s right to vote.
We want to take this opportunity to mark the same historic
milestone reached by the Polish women 102 years ago. On
November 28, 1918, just days after regaining independence,
Poland passed the law allowing women to vote and hold public
office. Thus, Poland became one of the very first countries in
the world that included women in democracy.
In the coming weeks, the Kosciuszko Foundation will host
a series of online lectures and talks honoring the legacy of
extraordinary Polish women at the turn of the 20th century.
We want to celebrate the women, who despite being barred
from their fundamental rights as citizens, and despite countless
impediments, managed to make their way in life and significantly
contributed to the development of art, culture, and science.

On SEPTEMBER
24TH, we’ll host the
series’ first webinar
featuring historian dr.
Dobrochna Kalwa of the
University of Warsaw,
who will give a talk on the Pioneers of the Polish Women’s
Suffrage Movement, their achievements, and life stories, which
formed part of the modern history of Poland.
On OCTOBER
7TH, an art historian
and a specialist of the
19th and 20th-century
art, Ewa Boborwska
(Ph.D. University of
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Paris-Pantheon-Sorbonne) will elaborate about Olga Boznanska
(1865-1940), one of the most renowned Polish female artists
whose works were exhibited in the most important cultural
centers in Europe, United States, and Japan. It’s worth to mention
that “Woman in a Blue Dress” (donated by Mr. & Mrs. Alexander
Koproski) is featured at the Foundation’s Gallery of Polish Masters.
Great Polish
soprano, Marcella
Kochanska Sembrich,
most probably, does
need no introduction
to the Foundation’s
members. Although her portrait is featured in the Metropolitan
Opera House, next to portraits and busts of Luciano Pavarotti,
Enrico Caruso, Giuseppe Verdi and other most prominent
figures in the history of opera, Marcella Sembrich is hardly
known to general public. On OCTOBER 20TH, Radka Franczak,
documentary film director will speak about her great-aunt, who
remained the star of the Metropolitan Opera for 25 years.
A series would
not be complete
without paying tribute
to ordinary Polish
immigrant women and
their extraordinary
efforts to build new lives in an industrial reality of American
cities. On NOVEMBER 6TH, Marta Cieslak, Ph.D. will give a
presentation about Polish women migrants in the role of the
agents of modernity whose lives were constant negotiations
between a sense of loss of their old lives and a sense of
empowerment that they brought into the process of building
new lives in their adopted American home.

Major Wanda Gertz
(1896-1958) was a Polish
woman of noble birth
who began her military
career in the Polish
Legion during World
War I, dressed as a man, under the pseudonym of “Kazmierz
‘Kazik’ Zuchowicz.” She subsequently served in the Women’s
Voluntary Legion of the Polish Armed Forces during the
Polish-Soviet War. Historian and author, Anna NowakowskaWierzchos, Ph.D. will shine light on Wanda Gertz, and other
women fighters of Polish Independence in a lecture to be
premiered on YouTube on NOVEMBER 11TH.

On DECEMBER 3RD,
Roald Hoffmann, Ph.D.,
Nobel Prize winner in
Chemistry (1981) will
lead a discussion about
the Polish woman who
for over 100 years has been inspiring both women and men
around the world. Maria Sklodowska-Curie is most likely the
only female scientist many people can name, and countless
books, scientific papers, articles, and screenplays tell the story
of her life and work achievements. The series’ last episode, will
ponder a question, whether Marie Curie is a pioneer for Women
in Science today?

C h e c k ou r we bsite at: www.thekf.or g for m o re i n fo rm a t i o n , u p d a t es a n d a n n o u n cem e nt s .

YOANNA AYERS OF POLAND AWARDED WITH THE FIRST
KOSCIUSZKO ARTSLINK INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP
Congratulations to Yoanna Ayers,
Polish musician, performer and folk
tale narrator for winning the first
Kosciuszko ArtsLink International
Fellowship jointly offered by
CEC ArtsLink and the Kosciuszko
Foundation. Yoanna is one of the
ten artists who were selected for
the CEC ArtsLInk’s 2020 Fellowship
award from the pool of over 110
applicants from 37 countries. Her
creative residency will be hosted by
Fot. Gia Gogatishvili
Found Sound Nation in Brooklyn,
NY. Because of the pandemic, the
physical residencies for all ArtsLink International Fellows 2020 will
take place in 2021 and will be preceded by online collaborations
between the artists and host organizations.

Yoanna Ayers collects and performs stories and songs of the
peoples of Poland and the Caucasus. Her practice investigates
how working with the human voice can contribute to the wellbeing
of communities. Immersing into the connection between voice,
body and emotions, Yoanna addresses post-trauma issues with an
emphasis on women who have experienced war. She employs voice
healing techniques, body movement and imagination as vehicles
to overcome traumas in the world’s conflict zones. Having spent a
significant amount of time in the Republic of Georgia, Yoanna has
collected stories by women of different ethnicities who went through
one of the most brutal ethnic and civil wars inherited from the
collapse of the Soviet Union in the early ‘90s. Those stories were
presented in Yoanna’s solo performance which toured around small
communities in southern Poland promoting respect for otherness
and crushing the growing stereotypes about different social models,
cultures and faiths. For her Fellowship in this post-pandemic era,
Yoanna wants to further explore voice-healing methodologies and
their connection to body and emotions. She is interested in working
with women in cultural minorities and underprivileged groups.
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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WEEKLY DOSE OF VIRTUAL CULTURE
by Barbara Bernhardt, KF Washington DC Director

2

020 brought changes… In the Chinese Calendar this is the
Year of a Rat, “difficult and full of obstacles.” Sounds pretty
accurate. A life of a rat is not easy – there is poison left for
them at every turn. But, the majority of them survive. They are smart
and resourceful. And we are, too!
Technology prepared us well for these times of isolation and social
distancing. The virtual world expanded and the virtual life exploded!
We needed to adapt quickly.
Humans need humans, humans need work, and humans need
culture, and if we are not able to get what we need “the old way,”
technology and virtual connections will have to do.
Thanks to the Internet, we are becoming something like cultural
omnivores, having access to an almost unlimited variety of art forms,
across the high and popular divide. Socially speaking, it is a positive
and welcome aspect of online media as it enables much wider
participation and more equal access to culture than what we were

historically used to, when high art was often marked by elitism and
pretensions to social superiority.
The Kosciuszko Foundation eagerly joined the virtual world by
starting a series of online programs, thus continuing our mission to
promote Polish culture in the US and at the same time contributing
to the process of democratization of access to culture.
It’s a form of art and culture intervention. When designed as a positive
force these interventions hopefully play a role in our emotional and
intellectual healing during this time of insecurity and trauma.
We created so far two series of online cultural programming:
IMPROMPTU SERIES – Conversations with interesting and
established artists, and QUARANTINE JAZZ – short jazz concerts by
talented Polish musicians.
You can watch all our programs on the Kosciuszko Foundation’s
YouTube Channel: www.YouTube/KosciuszkoTV

IMPROMPTU SERIES
We started with a conversation,
hosted by Barbara Bernhardt, with a film
and television director and screenwriter,
one of Poland’s most eminent filmmakers
AGNIESZKA HOLLAND
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filmmaker, with vast artistic achievements
both in film and television in Europe and the
United States.
We talked about her reaction to the
pandemic and lockdown, canceled plans,
her newest films as well as a prognosis and
hopes for the future.

Photo: Boryana Pandova for Sofia International Film Festival

The second episode was a conversation
with a pianist, a laureate of the Warsaw
Frederic Chopin International Piano
Competition in 1985, KRZYSZTOF
JABŁOŃSKI. The interview was hosted by
Martin Labazevitch.

She is three times Academy Award Nominee
(Angry Harvest, 1985; Europa Europa,
1990, In Darkness, 2012) and Emmy Award
Nominee (HBO series Treme), a recipient
of The Silver Bear Alfred Bauer Prize
(Spoor, 2017) and the Golden Lions Award
(Mr. Jones, 2019) is a highly recognized

Krzysztof is a third-prize winner at the
Warsaw Piano competition as well as a
laureate of many top prizes at numerous
international competitions. For over 30
years the pianist has been active performing
solo and chamber music as well as with
orchestras on stages in Europe, the
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Americas, Asia and Israel in prestigious
concert halls.
The pianist talked about his path to the
Warsaw Chopin Competition, inspiration
by Krystian Zimerman and gave his insight
into the piano world of today. We also
connected via livestream with a 13-year-old
pianist Antoni Klęczek, the winner of the
2018 Kosciuszko Foundation Competition for
Young Pianists, performing Nocturne by F.
Chopin especially for Krzysztof Jabłoński.

The third episode was a conversation
with one of the most versatile Polish artists,
film maker and writer LECH MAJEWSKI, a
conversation hosted by Anna Tarnawska

Tomasz has been performing on numerous
world-renowned opera stages. He is
recognized as a frontrunner among dramatic
bass-baritones of his generation and
admired as a superb Wagnerian singer. His
unique powerful voice, perfect diction and
acting skills make him largely appreciated by
opera lovers around the world.

The sixth episode was a conversation
with the pianist ALEXANDER KOBRIN, a
laureate of the Warsaw International Chopin
Piano Competition in 2000. The conversation
was hosted by Martin Labazevitch.

We talked about Tomasz’s reaction to the
pandemic, his phenomenal career and
passionate devotion to singing and performing.

Lech is a poet, painter, media artist, writer,
and director. His films, and artwork have
been shown in a variety of galleries and
museums around the world. The Museum
of Modern Art in New York honored him
with a special retrospective entitled “Lech
Majewski: Conjuring the Moving Image.”
We talked about his approach to art
and culture, about his unique vision, his
extraordinary visual talent as well as his
latest movie, the surrealist drama “Valley
of the Gods,” which stars some of the most
acclaimed actors, including Josh Hartnett,
John Malovich, Bérénice Marlohe, Keir
Dullea, and John Rhys-Davies.

The fourth episode was devoted to a
world-famous opera singer, bass-baritone
TOMASZ KONIECZNY, a conversation
hosted by Barbara Bernhardt

Our next guest was a prominent painter,
illustrator and designer RAFAŁ OLBIŃSKI, a
conversation hosted by Anna Tarnawska.

Rafał has become one of the most
celebrated painters and graphic artists of his
time. His illustrations have appeared on the
covers of publications such as Newsweek,
Time, Business Week, Atlantic Monthly, the
Washington Post magazine, Omni, The New
York Times, New Yorker, and Der Spiegel.
Olbinski distinguished himself as an author
of art posters for renowned opera theaters.
Many of those works have a permanent
place in poster art history. His set design
for the Opera Company of Philadelphia’s
production of Don Giovanni was highly
acclaimed by critics of the New York Times.
We talked about his current projects, his
original vision and new endeavors as a
writer and film maker.

Alexander is a renowned Russian concert
pianist and teacher. In 2000, Kobrin won
the third prize at the International Chopin
Piano Competition in Warsaw. In 2009, he
moved to the United States and continues to
perform as a soloist and chamber musician.
During our talk, the pianist reminisced about
his path to winning the 3rd prize at the 14th
International Chopin Piano Competition in
Warsaw, of his love and affinity for the music
of Chopin, his frequent visits to Poland and the
impact of being a laureate of the Warsaw Chopin
Competition on his life. We also had a chance
to listen to a young aspiring pianist, 11-year-old
Matthew Chang, a Third Prize winner of the 2018
Kosciuszko Foundation’s Piano Competition for
Young Pianists, who performed Etude by Chopin
live especially for Alexander Kobrin.

The seventh episode of our Impromptu
Series was a conversation with one of the
most popular and cherished Polish film
and theater actor PIOTR MACHALICA, a
conversation hosted by Barbara Bernhardt.
Piotr appeared in numerous films, working with
the best of the best Polish film directors like
Krzysztof Kieślowski, Andrzej Żuławski,
Lech Majewski, Marek Koterski and many
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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WEEKLY DOSE OF VIRTUAL CULTURE IMPROMPTU SERIES –

continued from page 63

Our next episode’s guest was the
laureate of the 10th Chopin International Piano
Competition in Warsaw and one of the most
prominent Polish pianists - EWA POBLOCKA.

others. He has been active on Polish theater
stages for over 40 years now, and created
many unforgettable main and supporting
roles, both in drama and comedy. From the
beginning of his career, Piotr Machalica has
been singing and giving concerts. He is
known as a great performer of the songs
by Bulat Okudzawa, Goerge Brassens and
Wojciech Młynarski. His 2019 CD “My favorite
Mlynarski” was nominated for the Fryderyk
Award, an equivalent of the Grammy Award.
During our conversation, we talked about
his love for acting, his appreciation of poetry,
favorite memories as well as his passion for
performing the songs by Wojciech Młynarski

She talked to host Martin Labazevitch
about her journey to become the only
Polish pianist admitted to the finals of the
competition as well as her sweet and sour
memories from the competition and the
dynamic political situation of 1980 in Poland.
Ms Poblocka reminisced about her
mother, the foremost Polish soprano Zofia
Janukowicz Poblocka and the role she had
in her development as a musician.

In the following episode of the Impromptu
series, the host Martin Labazevitch interviews
Poland’s foremost pianist, pedagogue and
the Artistic Director of the Duszniki Chopin
Festival, the oldest piano festival in the worldPIOTR PALECZNY.

The pianist talked about his victory at
the 1970 Chopin International Piano
Competition in Warsaw where he was the
3rd Prize winner and about the path he
took to achieve it. Mr Paleczny shared few
memories from his extensive association
with the Warsaw Competition both as a juror
and the Chairman of the Jury.

QUARANTINE JAZZ SERIES

A series of short home jazz concerts followed by brief conversations with the musicians.
The series is hosted by KF DC member Leszek Strzelecki.
We started with a performance by
ALEKSANDER DĘBICZ

Aleksander is a Warsaw-based composer
and a pianist of the Millennial generation.
A recording artist for Warner Classics in
Poland, he is first a classical pianist in the
traditional sense. But that is only a starting
point to his further musical explorations. For
this artist seeks to move to improvisation
as the means of – to use his own words –
“expression, joining together the roles of a
pianist and creator, enabling to offer classical
interpretation a new narrative.”
To date, Aleksander has three albums to his
credit either as a performer or as a composer
and pianist in one: “Cinematic Piano,” his
debut album from 2015; “Bach Stories” from
2017 and “Invention” released in 2018.

He is a saxophone player, composer,
arranger and band leader. Born in 1995, a
recording artist for Warner Music Poland, he
is one of the most ear-catching saxophonists
on the avant-garde jazz scene in Poland.
Jerzy is the founder and the leader of the
quintet called “Jerry & The Pelican System”
– a type of band that can very well be
categorized as “alternative jazz project.” It is
a band whose musicians come from other
backgrounds, playing on a daily basis in
different formations. The main concept of
the band is to create its own music based
on the leader’s multi-colored compositions.
The selection of musicians allows them to
break patterns, create new forms and find
innovative solutions.
Jerzy has two albums to his credit:
“Cokolwiek” (Whatever) with P.E. Quartet,
released in 2018 and “Jerry and The Pelican
System” with his current band, released in
2019 in the iconic series of jazz recordings
“Polish Jazz” as its vol. 83.

For our third episode of the Quarantine
Jazz we hosted SURREAL PLAYERS:
KRYSTIAN JAWORZ & MAGDA PLUTA

We followed with a concert by
JERZY MĄCZYNSKI

based in Kraków and perform together as
the Surreal Players.
They began collaborating as a duo back
in 2012. At that time they were both
already seasoned performers. The music
they create together combines all of their
previous experiences but with an addition
of new elements derived from jazz, folk,
and classical, at times utilizing experimental
sounds and richly using improvisation to
create a new, unique style.
Their debut album “Ideogram” was
released in October 2019 by SJ Records,
an independent record company, in
Katowice, Poland run by one of the best jazz
trumpeters in Poland – Piotr Schmidt.

We are happy to announce a
new series of the Kosciuszko
Foundation Online Programs:

ARTISTS IN THE
SPOTLIGHT:
CONVERSATIONS WITH
POLISH VISUAL ARTISTS
AND VIEWING THEIR WORK

hosted by IZA EISEMANN, KFDC member,
interior designer and art consultant.

Krystian – jazz pianist, composer and an
arranger, and Magda – a cellist, are both

The first episode is
coming soon!
KF NEWSLETTER 2020
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WEEKLY DOSE OF VIRTUAL CULTURE QUARANTINE JAZZ SERIES –

The fourth episode of the Jazz Series
featured vocalist BOGNA KICIŃSKA and
pianist KUBA CICHOCKI.

The fifth episode wasa concert of PETER
GABRIEL DUO: Trumpeter, PIOTR SCHMIDT
and guitarist, GABRIEL NIEDZIELA

Unlike the previously featured musicians,
these two, while originally from Poland,
are residents of New York. Bogna Kicińska
is a jazz vocalist, composer and educator,
and Kuba Cichocki – a jazz pianist and
composer.

Piotr is a jazz trumpeter, composer, music
producer/publisher, band leader and an
educator, a graduate of the Music Academy,
School of Jazz in Katowice. He is the winner
of a number of jazz competitions. As a music
producer, Piotr is the owner of “SJ Records”,
an independent record label that specializes
in promoting young artists active in the realm
of improvised music.

Already a graduate of the Katowice Music
Academy – School of Jazz, in 2010 Bogna
came to New York to study at the “Aaron
Copland School of Music – CUNY. In 2012
she formed her own quintet featuring some
of the finest musicians on the New York jazz
scene. Fast forward two more years and
Bogna has released her own CD album,
“The Maze,” an album that won a nomination
for the Fryderyk 2015 Award (the Polish
equivalent of a Grammy).
Kuba Cichocki also came to the US in 2010
and with a considerable record as a jazz
musician, having performed with the likes
of Zbigniew Namysłowski, Michał Urbaniak,
Aga Zaryan or Urszula Dudziak. Since his
arrival in New York Kuba has collaborated
with many established jazz musicians.
He is also the leader of “Audubon Lab
experiment,” a jazz/world/experimental
music group with which he released a CD
album in 2016.
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Gabriel is a guitarist, a graduate of
the Music Academy, School of Jazz in
Katowice, Gabriel is the winner of the 2017
II International Jarek Smietana Jazz Guitar
Competition in Krakow. He is the leader of
Gabriel Niedziela Quintet, co-leader of
LSND Quartet, and a member of several
other groups.

continued from page 65

Krzysztof and Andrzej collaboration began
in 1978 in Szczecin when both musicians
formed jazz group “Breakwater”. Soon after,
in March, 1979, ‘Breakwater’ won two main
prizes at the XVI Festival “Jazz nad Odra”
in Wroclaw. Since 1982, both live in the
United States. They have been performing
together at numerous New York clubs. In
1999 the band changed its name to “Electric
Breakwater” and recorded their first album
“In the Bush”, with the bassist Mark Egan
of Pat Metheny Group and drummer, Rod
Holmes of Carlos Santana band. In 2002
they formed the quintet “Komeda Project”,
and released two CD albums: Crazy Girl
(2006) and Requiem (2009). The latter
album landed a very honorable spot on
the “Top 100” Village Voice list of the best
jazz albums for 2009. In 2017 Winnicki/
Medyna formed a “WM Project”, with Michael
Winnicki (Andrzej’s son) on drums. The
group released a CD album titled “From a
Familiar Place”.

For the seventh episode we hosted
MAKOWICZ-MEDYNA-DINGLER JAZZ
ENSEMBLE: pianist - Adam Makowicz,
saxophonist - Krzysztof Medyna and bassistJEFF DINGLER.

The following sixth episode featured
KRZYSZTOF MEDYNA, saxophonist,
ANDRZEJ WINNICKI, pianist and MICHAŁ
WINNICKI, drummer

Adam Makowicz is a legendary Polish jazz
pianist who has performed at Carnegie Hall,
recorded for Columbia, and played with the
greatest jazz artists all around the world.

Barbara Bernhardt

Anna Tarnawska

A

Jeff Dingler plays both an upright acoustic
bass and electric bass guitar. He has worked
with many jazz ensembles. The most
current engagement is his work with the
Makowicz-Medyna-Dingler Jazz Ensemble.
Jeff released two records as a bandleader:
“Taking Root” and “In Transit”

“I am very excited to be able to continue
the cultural mission of the Kosciuszko
Foundation by having these virtual meetings
with the great artists. Our small team
consists of very creative, talented and
dedicated people and I am truly grateful
for their wonderful contributions! Thank you
Ania, Leszek, Martin and Stas!”

The host, Leszek Strzelecki talked with
the musicians about the three original
songs they performed for us, about their
collaboration and plans for the future.

More programs to come..
We invite you to visit us virtually and we
hope that our programs will inspire your
hearts and uplift your spirits!
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Martin Labazevitch

Krzysztof Medyna is well known and
established saxophone player, playing
together with Andrzej Winnicki since 1978
(please look above at: Krzysztof Medyna &
Andrzej Winnicki & Michał Winnicki)

Our next guests in the series
Quarantine Jazz were two musicians of
the younger generation: guitarist SZYMON
MIKA, a prizewinner of the International
Jarek Smietana Jazz Guitar Competition
in 2015, a Grand Prix of Jazz nad Odrą
Festival in 2012 and vocalist, composer of
mixed Polish-Japanese origin - YUMI ITO,
songwriter, producer and arranger based in
Basel, Switzerland.

B

Leszek Strzelecki

O

BARBARA BERNHARDT is the KF Washington
DC Director, and the Artistic Director of the KF
Online Impromptu and Quarantine Jazz Series.

ANNA TARNAWSKA is a print and TV
journalist, and communications specialist
experienced in working in Poland and the
United States. She is passionate about
arts and culture. In March 2020, she
was appointed the President of the KF
Washington DC Chapter.
“I am happy that while serving as the DC
Chapter President, I can utilize my previous
experience to help spread out Polish culture
in the US. The guests I invite to join me in
the “Impromptu Series” are among the finest
ambassadors of Polish culture in America
and around the world. I hope that through
our conversations, the audience can get
to know their artwork and learn about their
reflection on the world around that might be
uplifting up against the current events.”
LESZEK STRZELECKI, a host of Quarantine
Jazz Series, is a KF DC member. Originally
from Bytom, Poland, Leszek came to the US
in 1983 in the aftermath of the Martial Law
declared on December 13, 1981, having been
made a ‘POW’ for his activities on behalf of
Solidarity in 1980/81.
“While working in the construction industry as
a project manager, an estimator and the like,
both in Poland and here, filled practically my
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Stanislav Khristenko
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entire professional history, my real passion is
in the arts, music in particular with the special
focus on... Polish jazz. An amateur with no
musical training of any kind, I simply love jazz:
I listen to and study it every day.”
MARTIN LABAZEVITCH, a host of the
Impromptu Series (talks with the pianists) is a
concert pianist, pedagogue and the Artistic
Director of the Kosciuszko Foundation
Chopin Competition for Young Pianists as
well as Co-Artistic Director of the Puerto Rico
International Piano Festival in San Juan.
“It has been my dream to interview some
of the foremost musicians of our times and
The Impromptu Series lets me realize it.
My intention is to look for the very essence
of each artist I interview and present it to
our viewers.”
STANISLAV KHRISTENKO, a video
production specialist of our online programs,
is a concert pianist, conductor and a
graduate of the Fryderyk Chopin University
of Music in Warsaw. He is the founder
and Music Director of Nova Sinfonietta
Chamber Orchestra and co-founder of
KharkivMusicFest in Kharkiv, Ukraine.
“My long-term passion for video production in
combination with a belief that culture and arts
have to be accessible to everyone (especially
at difficult times) found its realization at the
Kosciuszko Foundation Online Programs.
Originally from Ukraine, I have been playing
Chopin’s music since early childhood, my
first piano competition success happened in
Poland and I got my orchestral conducting
degree in Warsaw. Now, I am honored and
happy to explore Polish Culture even more
by being part of the Kosciuszko Foundation
Online Programs team.
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Thank You to the

KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
for Promoting Polish Culture and
Education in America since 1925.
It’s important to me.
I share Thadeus Kosciuszko’s
values and appreciate all you do
for Polish-Americans.

Excellent book
by Alex as well.

PIOTR SZYMANSKI, ESQ.

Founder | Silicon Valley Counsel P.C.
Kosciuszko Scholarship Recipient
at Duke University School of Law

5
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SVC | SILICON VALLEY COUNSEL provides legal services; business analysis, research and information services;
advisory services for business management; legal assistance and management of legal and paralegal services
for entrepreneurs, seed and VC backed growth startups. Get in touch: Peter@SiliconValleyCounsel.com
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Captain Gary Dubiel’s
Spec Fever Guide Service
Inshore and nearshore
light tackle and y shing
charters origina�ng in
Oriental, New Bern and
Beaufort, North Carolina
specfever.com

252‐249‐1520
Visit Poland and enjoy �me on the water
hosted and non hosted y shing trips to Poland
Visit specfever.com!

IN MEMORIAM
WALENTYNA JANTA-POŁCZYŃSKA (1913 - 2020)
Poles lost a colorful and interesting historical
figure, and a great lady, when Walentyna
“Wala” Janta-Połczyńska, née Stocker, died
in Queens, New York on April 2, 2020.
Born in Lwów on February 1, 1913, she was
attending school in England when WWII
broke out, and went to work for the Polish
Embassy in London. With her excellent
command of languages, intelligence and integrity, she was asked
to serve as the personal secretary and interpreter of General
Władysław Sikorski, Prime Minister of the Polish government in exile
and Commander of the Polish Armed Forces. Among her intelligence
activities, she was key in organizing - and serving as the voice of - a
clandestine radio station, “Świt,” that transmitted to Nazi-occupied
Poland from Bletchley Park. She prepared reports from Jan Karski, the
underground courier, who delivered crucial intelligence to the Allies.
After the war, Wala was dispatched as a second lieutenant in the
Polish Army to assist the US Army in Germany as an interpreter. She
debriefed former prisoners of war and concentration camp survivors.
She took a particular interest in women who had been victims of
medical experiments and continued to provide them with care for
years to come.
After immigrating to the US in 1947, she married Aleksander JantaPołczyński, noted Polish writer and poet, settling first in Buffalo, then
in Elmhurst. The couple collected and purveyed books and other
antiquities, and supported Polish intellectuals exiled from Sovietoccupied Poland, as well as Polish institutions. At their home in Queens,
and cottage in Hampton Bays, they hosted such notable personages
as Jerzy Kosiński, Czesław Miłosz, Zbigniew Herbert, Antoni Słonimski,
Jerzy Witlin, Gen. Tadeusz Bór-Komorowski and many others.
Wala had an incredible intellect and great curiosity. She never
indulged in self-pity, was able to find the humor in any situation and
was more interested in others than in talking about herself. She had
a generous and open spirit, helping many, many people throughout
her life. She received several honors from the Republic of Poland,
and will be honored for the last time with a state funeral in Warsaw at
a later date. Her final resting place will be next to Aleksander, who
died in 1974, in Powązki Cemetary’s Aleje Zasłóżonych.
by Karolina Rostafińska Merk
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RONALD J. HAGADUS, M.D. (1927 - 2020)
We are saddened to inform about the passing
of former Kosciuszko Foundation Trustee
Ronald J. Hagadus, M.D. on February 1, 2020.
Dr. Hagadus was an ophthalmologist at
the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary and at
the Westchester Medical Center, and an
Associate Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology
at the New York Medical College. He was
the recipient of the “President’s Award for Outstanding Teaching and
Dedicated Service” from the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, and
an Honorary Member of the Society of Ophthalmology of Poland,
a recognition he received for his outstanding contributions to the
Advancement of Polish Children with Glaucoma.
Dr. Hagadus was the KF Trustee from 2008 to 2016 serving as
the Chairman of the Scholarship Committee, Vice-Chairman of the
Collegium of Eminent Scientists Committee and as an active member
of the Audit, Arts, and Building Committees. Dr. Hagadus and his wife
Maria J. Hagadus (1927 – 2014), an artist and KF Trustee, donated
$100,000 to the Foundation to establish the “Dr. James Hagadus
Memorial Cultural Endowment Fund” in memory of their son.
Born in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, Dr. Hagadus graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania, The Pennsylvania College of Optometry,
and received his Doctor of Medicine degree from the Universidad
Autónoma de México in Mexico City. He served his country in WWII
in Korea as a Staff Sergeant.
Dr. Ronald J. Hagadus will be remembered as a generous, sharpminded and charismatic member of the Foundation’s community,
and a staunch advocate for the development its grant and
scholarship programs.

HENRY C. MALON (1932 - 2019)
Henry C. Malon, passed away on December
15th 2019 at his home in Middletown, CT.
Henry was born in Turners Falls,
Massachusetts to Polish immigrant parents.
When he was a boy, he altered his birth
certificate to prove that he was old enough
to get a job in the tobacco fields. It was an
arduous job that, in part, motivated him to go
on to fulfill every immigrant parent’s dream. While always working parttime to contribute to the family and support himself, Henry went on to

Congratulations
to

THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
Celebrating
Legacy of Tadeusz Kosciuszko
from

THE CHICAGO CHAPTER
AND THE EXECUTIVE COMMITEE

Lidia Filus, President
Anna Kordylewska, Vice President
Witold Pawlikowski, Treasurer
Maria Zakrzewska, Member
Czeslaw Kolak, Member

graduate Columbia College and Columbia Law School. He practiced
law in New York City for over 50 years.
Henry was most proud of his Polish heritage, maintaining his fluency in
the Polish language throughout his life, and he had a lifelong interest
in Polish culture and history. He served as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Kosciuszko Foundation from 1991 to 2006, and was
actively involved in building the Foundation’s financial stability, as a
chairman of the Finance Committee and the Board’s Tresurer. His
professional activities included acting as counsel to various groups
involved in post-communist Poland.
Henry leaves his wife of 65 years, Patricia (Glaser) Malon. He also
leaves his five children: Paul, Carolyn (Stephen), Andrea, Diane
(Robert), and Matthew (Yalila), as well as his twelve grandchildren.

MICHAEL A. WROTNIAK JR. (1928 - 2020)
Michael A. Wrotniak Jr. was born in 1928 in Niagara Falls, NY, the
youngest of seven children, where his parents were well known
for their activity in Polish-American circles. He graduated from

Georgetown University School of Foreign
Service in 1948 with a Bachelor of Science
and a Master of Arts in 1950. Michael
served in the United States Army, Counter
Intelligence Corps from 1950-1952 during
the Korean War. Upon his discharge from
the Army, Michael joined the Great Lakes
Carbon Corporation in Niagara Falls and
moved to New York City. An extensive
traveler, he set up business units in Argentina and India which are
still in operation today. Michael retired in 1985 as the Senior Vice
President of Great Lakes and President of Great Lakes International.
In 1982, Michael A. Wrotniak Jr. was invited to join the Board of
Trustees of the Kosciuszko Foundation, a role in which he proudly
served for 20 years, and as Vice Chairman for 16 years.
Wrotniak passed away peacefully on April 13 in Glen Cove, NY, after a
brief battle with Coronavirus at the age of 92. He is survived by his wife
of 55 years, Carol Wrubleski Wrotniak, as well as two children, Helene
Suozzi (Tom) and Michael J. Wrotniak (Tricia), and six grandchildren.

CELEBRATING THE LEGACY OF
TADEUSZ KOŚCIUSZKO

Kościuszko Monument, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Gaetano Trentanove, 1905

Polanki helped spearhead the restoration and rededication of the Kościuszko Monument in 2013.
We continue to maintain the statue and surrounding gardens for future generations.
Polanki, the Polish Women’s Cultural Club of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

www.polanki.org

Find us on Facebook.

VIRTUAL LIFE COACH AND COUNSELING
PSYCHOLOGIST READY TO HELP YOU!
Dzień dobry Polish community!
Is work tough? Stress at home or at work?
Email Dr. Joshua Bourne, Life Coach and Counseling
Psychologist for a free 15 minute consultation on how to relieve
stress and and anxiety!
Dr. Joshua Bourne

Hurlingham Studios
Ranelagh Gardens
Fulham, London, SW6 3PA
T: 07593 948 555
W: www.bournepath.com

Counselling Psychologist/Life Coach
For and on behalf of Bourne Path
E m a i l : i n f o @ b o u r n e p a t h .c o m | We b s i t e : w w w. b o u r n e p a t h .c o m

“Follow your dreams. Figure out where you’d like to be, what you would like to
be doing, and then figure out what you need to do to get there.”
-Kennon M. Sheldon, Professor of Positive Psychology

COLLECTOR WILL BUY PAINTINGS
OF KNOWN POLISH PAINTERS
Will Pay High Prices

KOLEKCJONER KUPI OBRAZY
ZNANYCH POLSKICH MALARZY
Zaplaci Wysokie Ceny
dega2003@aol.com I 954-328-4015
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Chearts,arvenotyourtombstones.
name on

“

A legacy is etched
into the minds of
others and the
stories they share
about you.”

Shannon L. Alder

Make Your Mark On
the Kosciuszko Foundation World
YOU DON’T HAVE TO POSSESS
AN EXTRAORDINARY WEALTH TO
MAKE A PLANNED GIFT
Even a small amount can have a big
impact over time.

SOME PEOPLE THINK THEY
MUST CHOOSE BETWEEN
LEAVING A GIFT TO THEIR
FAMILY OR CHARITY

You can do both! Many
legacy gifts actually save your
family money.

IT’S EASIER THAN YOU THINK

√

A simple designation can bring
incredible support to the Kosciuszko
Foundation.
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ll human beings often long to make a contribution to something greater and more
enduring than ourselves. A lasting legacy can commemorate a meaningful aspect
of our presence and make a positive impact to benefit future generations. Whether
through deeds, career, or community, we all have the opportunity to leave a one-of-a-kind
mark on the world that will last beyond your lifespan.
Would you consider giving to the Kosciuszko Foundation in order to fulfill your wishes through
a charitable bequest? As many of you may know the Kosciuszko Foundation is a charitable
foundation, established in 1925 by Stephen Mizwa to fund programs that promote Polish-American
intellectual and artistic exchange. It is very simple to insert a bequest to the Foundation in an
original will or when making a revision to an existing will via a codicil. With any charitable bequest,
you will become a member of the Kosciuszko Foundation Society - a special community of donors.
Perhaps the most effective asset to bequeath is the remainder of your retirement plans, such
as pension funds or IRAs. When left to someone other than your spouse, they can be subject
to income and estate taxes - both of which combined could erode up to 63% of the remaining
benefits! If bequeathed to the Foundation, these funds would significantly reduce both income
and estate taxes, and reduce your taxable estate.

Three other ways you can support the Kosciuszko Foundation through your will:
1. A SPECIFIC BEQUEST is a gift of a particular dollar amount or a specific piece of property. For
example, “I bequeath [dollar amount or description of property] to the Kosciuszko Foundation, Inc.”
2. A RESIDUARY BEQUEST is a gift of all, or a part of the property remaining in your estate
after debts, expenses and specific bequests have been paid. This gives you flexibility and

peace of mind that your bequest will not be larger or smaller than you
had intended, in the event of unexpected changes in the size of your
estate. For example, “I give, bequeath and devise [all, or __% of] the
rest, residue and remainder of the property, both real and personal,
wherever situated, which I may own or be entitled to at my death, to the
Kosciuszko Foundation, Inc.”
3. A CONTINGENT BEQUEST is a gift that takes effect only if the primary
beneficiary or beneficiaries of the bequest should predecease you. For
example, “If neither my husband nor any descendant of mine survives
me, then I give, bequeath and devise all the rest, residue and remainder
of the property, both real and personal, wherever situated, which I may
own or be entitled to at my death, to the Kosciuszko Foundation, Inc.”
An unrestricted bequest is the most straightforward and most
immediately beneficial kind of bequest to the Kosciuszko Foundation.
The amount received through an unrestricted bequest can be used
at the discretion of the Foundation’s Trustees and administration for
its most important needs, which may change from time to time. Your
will may read, “I give, bequeath and devise [dollar amount, description
of property or function of the residuary estate] to the Kosciuszko
Foundation, Inc. for its general purposes.”
A restricted bequest provides cash or property to be used by the
Foundation for a specific Foundation program or named scholarship
fund. If you are considering a restricted bequest, please call the
Foundation’s Development Office at 212-734-2130 and we will
be happy to talk to you about your wishes and provide you with a
personal outline of funding requirements and possibilities.

TO DISCUSS THE PLANNED GIVING
PROGRAM, PLEASE COMPLETE THE
FOLLOWING FORM AND A MEMBER
OF THE KF WILL BE PLEASED TO
CONTACT YOU.
The Form below is strictly for our files and is
non-binding. Please know that all information
you share with us is kept strictly confidential.

Please send the form to the
following address:
THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
Attn: MAREK SKULIMOWSKI
15 East 65th Street, New York NY 10065

The most important thing to remember is that much of the financial
strength of the Kosciuszko Foundation has occurred as a result of
the support of members and friends who have provided charitable
bequests to the Foundation in their wills and estate plans.
Whichever method is chosen to support the Foundation, all bequests
and donations can be customized to suit specific wishes, including a
desire to honor the memory of a friend or loved one. The Foundation’s
attorneys are available to guide you through the process at any time
and free of charge. Regardless of the size of an estate or bequest, all
donations are greatly appreciated and will go a long way towards
supporting the Foundation in fulfilling its mission. In addition, legacies
may be fully deductible for federal tax purposes.
If you include the HSUS in your plans, please use our legal name
and federal tax ID.
TOOLS FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS
Legal name: The Kosciuszko Foundation, Inc.
Federal tax ID number: 13-1628179
Location: 15 East 65th Street, New York, NY 10065
BEQUEST LANGUAGE
The following language can be added to a will or estate plan to
create a bequest gift:
“I bequeath (a specific dollar amount/____percentage or the entire
residue of my estate) to The Kosciuszko Foundation, Inc. located 15
East 65th Street, New York, NY 10065 for…(for the Scholarship Found
or the Events Found, or for a specific purpose important to you).”

TYPE OF CONTACT:
Visit

Phone

E-mail

Letter

Email *
Name
Address
City / Zip Code / State
Phone
Massage
* Please send me the KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION’S PLANNED GIVING materials.

Event

THE KOSCIUSZKO FOUNDATION
THE AMERICAN CENTER OF POLISH CULTURE

15 East 65th Street I New York, NY 10065 I 212–734–2130

Visit our website:
www.thekf.org

Giving that Grows
Charitable Bequest from your will combines
philanthropy and tax benefits. Furthermore, it
allows you to contribute to the educational mission
of the Kosciuszko Foundation. It is a reasonable and
generous financial decision.

